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INTRODUCTION 
This publication provides bibliographical 
data and abstracts of research reports published 
by individual departments of the University of 
Illinois College of Engineering during tre fiscal 
year 1960- 61. The purpose of the bibliography 
is to make known to interested individuals the 
existence and nature of papers written by the 
research staff, papers which may not be available 
in form other than that of a departmental publica-
tion. In general three peculiarities characterize 
these reports: ( 1) a number of the papers are 
written as graduate theses; (2) many of them are 
edited for journal publications, and a few may 
appear as Expe rimental Station bulletins; and (3) 
in all instances the reports in the form described 
herein are available only for limited distribution 
by the individual department. In some cases, 
these reports are restricted to qualified person-
nel. 
It is not the aim of this bibliography to give a 
definitive account of all research reports. For 
the most part, the departments represented here 
have a standard method of publishing reports by 
staff members in series form. Engineering de-
partments which do not adhere to a departmental 
series or other consistent departmental publica-
tion but do publish a significant number of articles 
are Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering, 
Agricultural Engineering, Ceramics, Chemical 
Engineering, Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum 
Engineering, and Physics. 
The large number of journal publications 
evolving from research projects, although not 
listed here, are listed by title under the descrip-
tion of their respective research project in A 
Summary of Engineering Research, 1961-1 962, 
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment 
Station. Also, progress reports of a tentative 
nature are not listed, but those which terminate 
a specific phase of research have been inc luded. 
Unless they are departmental reports, graduate 
theses are given here merely by title, since Ph.D. 
dissertation abstracts can be obtained from the 
periodic al Dissertation Abstracts published by 
the Ann Arbor Press. 
To facilitate requisition of those paper s which 
are available, an attempt has been made to include 
all descriptive bibliographic information known at 
the time of the bulletin's publication. Abstracts 
are listed under the title of the project which the 
reports describe, but thesis titles are alphabetized 
by author under the department in which they 
were written. All entries are referred to in both 
an author and subject index. 
Inquiries concerning copies of the abstracted 
reports should be sent to Engineering Publications 
Office, 112 Civil Engineering Hall, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
A numbered series is not published by this department. Most 
available research information is disseminated in professional 
journals. The following are abstracts of reports published 
through the department for the sponsors' distribution. 
Chenoweth, D.R. "Preliminary Report on Magnetogasdynamic Aseects," 
Aerllllautical and Astronautical Engineering Department Publication, 
Sandia Corporation Report P.O. 51-6995, June 1961. 90 pp. 7 figs. 
This report consists of three parts. The 
first part is a summary of the fundamentals of 
magnetofluidmechanics which were used as a 
basis for this investigation, The second part is 
a brief review of the magnetofluidmechanics lit-
erature on flow modification that is relevant to 
this work. The last part presents an analytical 
investigation of some highly restricted magneto-
fluidmechanic flows. 
The incompressible , electrically conducting 
flows are treated by continuum fluid mechanics 
using the assumption of small magnetic Reynolds 
number. Electrically conducting flow in the close 
vicinity of the axis of symmetry of a magnetic 
field similar to that of a single, circular current 
loop was studied under highly restrictive condi-
tions. This example gave an indication of the ef-
fect which the magnetic field of a current loop 
has on the flow approaching it. Some magneto-
fluidmechanic vortex flows under the influence of 
nonuniform axial magnetic fields were also in-
vestigated. These flows displayed the dependence 
of the "effective" viscosity on electromagnetic 
parameters. 
Chenoweth, D.R., H.S. Stillwell, and J.L. Anderson. "Investigation of 
the Energy Distribution in a Plasma Generator," Aeronautical and 
Astronautical Engineering Department Publication, Sandia Corporation, 
P.O. 51-6995, Final Report, June 1961. 21 pp. 10 figs. 1 table. 
The report presents the results of 32 runs 
made with two plasma generator configurations 
designed in the Aeronautical and Astronautical 
Engineering Department at the University of Illi-
nois. Using Argon as the working gas, the perfor-
mance was observed over a range of arc chamber 
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pressures from 30 to 175 p.s.i.g. for electrical 
power input ranging from 6. 5 to 41 btu/sec. The 
generators produced average exit velocities from 
1230 to 44 70 ft/ sec with the mean stagnation 
enthalpy ranging from 210 to 1900 btu/lbm. 
The data are presented with the aid of two 
dimensionless parameters, one of which indicates 
a measure of the exit velocity and the other gives 
an indication of the stagnation enthalpy. These 
parameters permit an estimation of the mean exit 
stagnation enthalpy, the average exit velocity, and 
the efficiency of a given generator configuration 
based on a knowledge of a characteristic nozzle 
dimension, a reference arc chamber pressure, 
the total gas mass flow, and the electrical power 
input. 
Hilton, H.H., and P.N. Murthy. "The Analysis of Elastic or Viscoelas-
tic Finite Length Thick Walled Cylinders Encased by Elastic Shells 
and Exposed to Internal Pressure Thennal Cycling or Vertical Storage," 
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering Department Publication, 
Aerojet General Corporation, Technical Report No. SP 61-1, May 1961. 
125 pp. 6 figs. 
This paper deals with the structural problems 
of short viscoelastic cylinders encased in elastic 
shells. The equivalent elastic cylinder problem 
was first solved and the viscoelastic solutions 
were obtained from it wherever possible by 
analogy. The fourth order partial differential 
equation governing the elastic problem was solved 
by the method of separation of variables. The 
solution is assumed initially to be an infinite sum 
of products of separable functions of the radial 
and axial coordinates in contrast to the single 
product solution assumed by Filon. However, the 
analysis showed that all products repeat and are 
identical thus making the single product solution 
more general than normally expected. Further-
more, the present elastic solution is more com-
plete since it contains terms not previously used 
by Filon. 
The interaction of the casing on the cylinder 
leads to mixed boundary value problems and the 
obtained analytical solution is expressed in terms 
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of arbitrary constants which are evaluated from 
the boundary conditions. The evaluation of the 
bo.undary conditions leads to an infinite set of 
linear algebraic equations for these arbitrary 
constants and from a practical point of view a 
finite set of linear algebraic equations can be 
obtained by the truncation of the obtained infinite 
series solution. In order to establish the capacity 
of the solution to handle a wide variety of bound-
ary value problems the solution was applied to a 
particular set of general boundary conditions for 
an encased cylinder. In general, the solution is 
capable of generating at least ten possible sets of 
eigenvalues but the boundary conditions used in 
the illustrative example needed only two sets of 
eigenvalues to completely specify the problem. 
The solution was also specialized to some less 
complicated but still practical loadings occurring 
in the fuel chamber of solid propellant rockets 
during storage and operation. Three types of 
loadings were considered: thermal cycling, 
pressure, and axial acceleration which includes 
vertical storage. The configuration of the rocket 
chamber was idealized by assuming flat ends and 
a greater bending rigidity of the ends as compared 
to the casing sides. These assumptions reduce 
the complexity and number of boundary conditions 
even though the solution of an infinite set of linear 
algebraic equations for the arbitrary constants 
cannot be avoided. The problems of thermal 
cycling and pressure involve symmetric loads 
while the problem of vertical storage involves a 
combination of symmetric and antisymmetric 
loads in the axial direction. In all cases rota-
tional symmetry was assumed. 
In order to illustrate the procedure a numeri-
cal example was presented for a specific linear 
viscoelastic material. Even though the conclu-
sions from this example cannot be generalized 
for every material, the solution illustrates many 
useful steps. Furthermore, the solution seems 
to indicate that finite viscoelastic cylinder stress-
es are more time sensitive than the correspond-
ing infinite cylinder stresses obtained by Lee. 
Finally, an example where the elastic visco-
elastic analogy does not exist was also considered. 
During burning the internal boundary of the pro-
pellant is constantly being eroded giving rise to 
a problem with a moving boundary. The internal 
radius then becomes a function of time and the 
application of the transform technique in the elas-
tic-viscoelastic analogy does not help. There-
fore, this short cylinder problem was solved 
directly and the solution in this instance leads to 
an infinite set of total differential equations for 
the arbitrary time functions which now replace 
the corresponding arbitrary constants of the elas-
tic solution. An approximate solution to the in-
finite set can be obtained by considering a finite 
number of time functions by again truncating the 
infinite series viscoelastic solution. 
Lin, Y.K. "Estimation of Stresses in Continuous Skin-Stiffen er Panels 
Under Random Loading," Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering 
Department Publication, Boeing Document 06-5747, September 1~, 
1960. 49 pp. 8 figs. 
An analytical procedure for prediction of 
stress levels for continuous skin- stiffener panels 
subjected to a random pressure field is given 
herein. The procedure is developed in the light 
of Powell's general theory for statistical super-
position of model response. The choice of struc-
tural model is dictated by the prevalence of skin-
stiffener construction in modern flight vehicle 
design. The present study clearly demonstrates 
that any truly adequate prediction of stress levels 
in actual aircraft structures requires a much 
better representation of structural characteristics 
than can be provided by single panel idealization. 
In an example considering fuselage panels ex-
posed to jet engine noise essential agreement is 
shown with experimental data, although better 
correlation is shown for root mean square stress 
than for power spectrum. 
Lin, Y.K. "Forced Vibrations of a Non-Linear Beam," Aeronautical 
and Astronautical Engineering Department Publication, Progress Re-
port To Boeing Company, March 1961. 5 pp. 
The steady state response of a nonlinear beam 
to harmonic excitations is determined using a 
Ritz-Galer kin procedure. 
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
Stannard, E. A. "Nonsteady Transonic and 
Supersonic Flow About Flexible Slender 
Bodies of Revolution, 11 H. H. Hilton, advisor. 
June 1961. 
M.S. 
Andris, R. P. "On the radial Component of 
Velocity of a Cone-Ring-Wing Combination in 
Non-Axial Supersonic Flow, 11 A. L Ormsbee, 
advisor. June 1961. 
Baud, K. W. "Evaluation of a Hydrazine Mono-
propellant, Air-Turborocket Power Unit, 11 
R. W. McCloy, advisor. June 1960. 
Case, C. T. "Interferometric Observations of 
Reflected Shock Waves in Argon," R. A. 
Strehlow, advisor. June 1961. 
del Casal, E. "One-Dimensional Approximations 
to Some Steady Two- and Three-Dimensional 
Diabatic Flows," B. L. Hicks, advisor. 
February 1961. 
Kumar, K. K. "Creep Buckling of Linear Visco-
elastic Columns Taking into Account Large 
Deflection Theory and Transverse Shear 
Effects," H. H. Hilton, advisor. August 
1960. 
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Piechocki, J, J. "Shear Center Location for 
Elastic and Viscoelastic Beams Subjected to 
Thermal Environments," H. H. Hilton, 
advisor. September 1960. 
Snyder, F. S. Jr. "The Performance, Stability, 
and Control of a Model Flying Platform," 
H. S. Stillwell, advisor. August 1960. 
Strom, C. R. "Some Aspects of Characteristics 
in Diabatic Flow," A. I. Ormsbee, advisor. 
September 1960. 
Timmer, H. G. "The Two Dimensional Jet 
Problem in Magnetogasdynamics," M. z. 
v. Krzywoblocki, advisor. August 1960. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural Engineering publishes large quantities of research 
reports through its own publications office and in professional 
journals. The report s included here have been re ad as ASAE 
papers, but they are distributed also through the University of 
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Hansen, E.L. "Ti It-Up Concre te Panels for Hog Houses " Agricul-
tural Engineering Department Publication, ASAE Paper No. 60-904, 
December 1960. 4 pp. 
Fou·r swine houses were designed and built 
at the University farm using 4-inch thick tilt-up 
concrete wall panels. Two buildings had contin-
uous foundations and on two the panels were sup-
ported on piers at the ends of the panels. The 
latter reduced cost and was easiest to construct. 
Panels up to 100 square feet of surface were 
tilted up with an ordinary farm tractor with front 
end loader. Panels were cast on a sand bed 
c overed with polyethylene. Side forms were 
2 x 4's. 
Peart, R.M., G.W. Isaacs, and C.E. French. "Optimi zing ~l a ­
~rials Handli~g Sy~tems by ~lathematical Programmin g," Ag-
ricultural Engineering Department Publication, .\ S.\ E P aper 
No. 60-804, December 1960. 21 pp. 
The problem of selecting equipment and 
methods and organizing them into an efficient 
materials handling system is important in agri-
culture. The current trend toward specialization, 
mechanization and automation is speeding changes 
in farm materials handling systems. Many re-
search workers have noted the need for consid-
ering the entire system and its interrelationships 
rather than selecting equipment and methods on 
the basis of only one process. 
The purpose of this study was to construct 
mathematical models of the systems that could 
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describe these relationships, and to apply or de-
velop mathematical programming methods for 
optimizing the system. Work in the field of op-
erations research, especially linear program-
ming, was studied. Known methods were applied 
and new methods were developed for solving three 
types of system selection problems. 
A flow chart of alternative methods was used 
to present the possibilities, and it was construct-
ed so a single path through the chart represented 
a complete materials handling system. 
The simple st type of problem studied is 
called the "minimum-path" type. The require-
ment is that each method, represented by one 
link in the flow chart, must have a constant cri-
terion value regardless of what other methods 
are combined with it in a complete system. Sev-
eral methods of finding a minimum path through 
a network are available for solving this problem. 
The second type of problem, called the fixed-
size, multiple-use problem, is that of selecting 
the minimum-cost system for a fixed- size ma-
terials handling operation with possibilities of 
using certain machines in none, one, or more 
than one process. A new linear programming 
model, called the unit-flow model, was developed 
for solving this problem. The amount of materi-
al to be handled by any one method was defined as 
one unit, and the flow chart was viewed as a net-
work carrying a total flow of one unit. 
Each link or method was represented by a 
variable equal to the number of units handled by 
the method, and each multiple-use machine was 
represented by a variable equal to the number of 
the machine used or purchased. Solutions for 
these "purchase" variables were desired to be in 
integers (either zero or one, in this case). Al-
though there were possibilities for exceptions in 
unusual cases, the unit-flow model yielded zero 
or unity values in all problems solved, including 
one actual farm situation with 82, 944 po ssibl e 
systems. It was concluded that this method is a 
useful and unique tool for solving this common 
type of materials handling problem. 
Extra restrictions, such as labor or capital 
limitations, on the fixed- size problem generally 
caused non-integer solutions to the unit-flow 
model. For such problems, recently developed 
methods of finding integer solutions to linear 
programs were recommended. 
The third type of problem also made use of 
integer-solution methods. It is the problem of 
selecting levels of various farm enterprises, and 
concurrently, selecting the materials handling 
methods, so that the net returns are maximized. 
The applications of the models using integer-
solutinn methods depend on recently established 
theory, and a computer routine was not yet avail-
able at the time of this re search. 
Kampe, D.F., and F.L. Berum. "A Vertical Elevator for Both Gran-
ular and F!bro:us Feed Materials," Agricultural En{lineering Depart-
ment Publication, ASAE Paper No. 60-808, Agr. Exp. Station Pro-ject No. 10..344, December 1960. 10 pp. 
Materials handling problems in Agriculture 
involve large quantities of both free-flowing gran-
ular materials and extensively interlaced fibrous 
materials. This report covers the design, devel-
opment and test of a vertical flight-type elevator 
that is capable of handling both types of materials. 
The elevator is of conventional de sign except 
for the boot section which incorporates a special 
inclined loading station and a stripper wheel to 
facilitate loading of individual flights with the 
fibrous materials. 
The individual flights that were investigated 
included buckets for both types of materials and 
a special fork flight for use with the fibrous ma-
terials only. 
Test data in the report gives the capacity of 
a 40-foot unit in tons per hour and horsepower 
requirements for various materials and chain 
speeds. 
McMunn, J.C., Yoerger R.R., and J.A . Weber. "Pulsating Pres-
sures in the Induction System of An Internal Combustion Engine," 
Agricultural Engineering Department Publication, ASAE Paper 
No. 60-648, Agr. Exp. Station Project No. 10-342, December 1960. 
10 pp. 6 figs. 
It is the purpose of this paper to pre sent the 
findings of an experimental investigation of the 
magnitude, frequency and wave shape of pulsa-
ting pressures occurring in the induction system 
of a spark ignition tractor engine. The effect of 
intake pipe length on air flow in the intake system, 
on the performance of oil-bath and dry-type air 
cleaners and on engine power output at several 
Agricultural Engineering 11 
engine speeds under wide-open throttle operation 
is presented. 
A maximum pres sure amplitude pulse of 3. 44 
p.s.i.g. was observed at the carburetor entrance 
when the engine was operating on a single cylinder 
with 11 feet of intake pipe. The pressure ampli-
tudes decreased rapidly with pipe lengths greater 
or less than 11 feet. Pres sure amplitudes also 
decreased as the number of cylinders were in-
creased for all pipe lengths and engine speeds. 
The dynamic characteristics of the intake air 
column can have a marked effect on engine power 
output, air cleaner performance and carburetor 
performance. Consideration must be given to 
the design of the intake systems on tractor and 
other engines that are expected to operate a large 
percentage of the time at or near wide open throt-
tle. 
Hunt, D.R., and W.G. Lovely. "Row Cultivation with Manual and 
Au~atic Steering," Agricultural Engineering Department Publi-
cation, ASAE Paper No. 60-625, December 1960. 8 pp. 9 figs. 
A two-part investigation of the effectiveness 
of an experimental farm tractor automatic guid-
ance system for row cultivation and for reduction 
of operator fatigue is reported. 
An automatic guidance system was compared 
to manual steering at 2, 3, and 4 m. p . h. using 
5, 7, and 9-inch inside cultivator sweep settings 
for the normal first and second corn cultivation. 
Automatic steering resulted in greater stand 
reduction, lower yields, and poorer weed control 
than manual steering. The differences in yield, 
stand reductions, and weed weights between auto-
matic and manual steering were larger in the 
first cultivation test. This shows that the guid-
ance system had difficulty staying on the crop row 
when the plants were small and not uniformly 
spaced and the soil surface was rough and cloddy. 
Field speeds of 2, 3, and 4 m. p. h. appear 
not to have a significant effect on yields, stands, 
and weed control. However, the data from first 
cultivation tests indicate that stand reductions 
tend to increase and weed control tends to im-
prove as speed increases. Automatic steering 
tends to give poorer results than manual steering 
atall speeds. 
Placing the inside cultivator sweeps 5, 7, 
and 9 inches from the corn row resulted in data 
showing a trend toward larger stand reductions, 
better weed control, and lower yields as the 
spacing was decreased. Automatic steering re-
sulted in lower yields, larger stand reductions, 
and poorer weed control than manual steering at 
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all sweep settings. 
These studies show that the automatic guid-
ance system tested under the conditions that 
existed during the experiments did not improve 
the effectiveness of corn cultivation. 
Comparison of manual and automatic guid-
ance as to operator fatigue involved hourly meas-
urements during whole-day tests. While defini-
tions of fatigue are not concise, the following 
tests were assumed to be valid: (1) critical 
flicker-fusion, (2) arm-hand steadiness, (3) sub-
jective feeding, and (4) visual phoria. While the 
limited amount of data produced an insensitive 
experiment for a valid statistical analysis, the 
measures used indicated an increase in fatigue 
during the work period with a noticeable recovery 
experienced during the noontime break. Operator 
attitude appeared as an unforeseen factor. The 
attitudes matched the results in that the operator 
holding a favorable opinion of the automatic sys-
tem was measureably less fatigued when using 
that system; whereas, the operator who preferred 
manual steering was less tired when steering 
manually. 
The critical flicker-fusion and the arm-hand 
steadiness tests seemed to be valid and practical 
measures of fatigue for farm field machinery 
operators. 
HauWi,. 9.G. ,,~nd \\'.· Bowers. "~ress;ure Losses in Plastic Tubing 
anil 'Fittings, Agricultu,al Engineering Depa,tment Publication, 
ASAE Paper No. 60-600, Agr. Exp. Station Project No. 10-382, 
December 1960. 16 pp. 18 figs. 
This paper deals with the problem of deter-
mining the hydraulic characteristics of various 
kinds of plastic tubing and fitting used in agri-
cultural liquid application systems. 
Gravity flow systems are commonly used for 
application of many liquid fertilizers and losses 
occurring in such systems are those due to the 
tubing entrance, the straight length of tubing, 
fittings, and the metering device. Re search per-
formed in the Department of Agricultural Engi-
neering at the University of Illinois, and previous-
ly established relationships makes it possible to 
determine these losses. 
Sisson, D.R., and B.A. Jones, Jr. "A Comparison of Filter Materials 
for Tile Drains," Agricultwal Engineering Department Publication, 
ASAE Paper No. 60-719, Agr. Exp. Station Project No. 10-315, 
December 1960. 21 pp. 8 figs. 6 tables. 
A laboratory study was conducted to deter-
mine the relative effects of some blinding materi-
als on siltation and flow of water to a drain tube 
located in a medium sand. The mechanics of soil 
moving into a drain tube were also studied. 
Drain tanks were constructed of plywood. 
Two-inch lucite tubing was used to simulate drain 
tile, and one 1/8-inch circumferential opening 
was used in all tests. 
Seven filter materials were used: corn cobs, 
fiberglass mat over the top three-fourths of the 
drain tube, fiberglass over the top three-fourths 
and vinyl film under the bottom one-fourth of the 
drain, gravel, sawdust, straw, and topsoil. All 
the materials except the vinyl film were placed 
over only the top and sides of the drain, leaving 
the bottom one-fourth exposed to base soil. 
Each test run lasted 6 hours -- 2 hours of 
partly saturated profile, 2 hours of ponded-water-
profile flow, and 2 hours of ponded-water-profile 
flow plus flow through the drain tube at half-full 
stage. 
Fiberglass with plastic, straw, and sawdust, 
in that order, provided the best protection against 
soil movement. 
Gravel, 2700 wrap fiberglass, and topsoil 
ranked fourth fifth and sixth respectively. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
Black, R. D. "The Mechanics of Square Elbow 
Losses," V. T. Chow, advisor. February 
1961. 
M.S. 
Paul, M. L . "An Investigation of a Reinforced 
Concrete Rigid Frame for Farm Structures," 
E. L . Hansen, advisor. February 1961. 
Pinkerton, J. C. "Accelerated Drying of Shelled 
Corn," R. R. Yoerger, advisor . April 1961. 
Ricketts, C. J. "Integration of Tractor Engine 
Demands Under Field Conditions," J. A. 
Weber, advisor. January 1961. 
Sisson, D. R . "A Comparison of Some Filter 
Materials Used for Tile Drains, " B. A. 
Jones, Jr., advisor. August 1960 . 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
The following reports from Ceramic Engineering represent only 
a small portion of the total staff publications. But these are 
department publications having limited distribution to qualified 
personnel. The progress reports included here are considered 
to be of a conclusive nature. 
Lauchner, J.H. and D.G. Bennett. "Synthesis of Fiber Rein-
forced Inorganic Laminates," Ceramic Engineering Department 
Publication, Contract No. AF 33(616)-6283. September 1960. 
68 pp. 4 figs. 24 tables. 
In view of the stringent elevated temperature, 
electrical, and strength requirements of high-
speed air and space vehicles , the research and 
development of the matrix phase of glass-fiber-
reinforced inorganic laminates was undertaken. 
High temperature strength and stability of low 
elastic modulus matrix and high modulus fibers 
were the composite objectives. 
Matrix glassy bonds, chloride, sulphate, 
spine!, and phosphate bonds were studied with 
filler materials of cleavable mineral and inorgan-
ic oxide types. Phosphate bonds were be st and 
thus most studied. 
Phosphate bonded complex oxide bodies with 
definite evidence of AlP04 and FeP04 phases were 
deve;;oped with elastic moduli of the order of 0. 3 
x 10 p.s.i. and flexure strengths up to 10, 000 
p.s.i. Some of these bodies, when tested at 1000° 
F. , exhibited the significant property of inelastic 
deformation under loads of the order of 2000 
p.s.i. Such bodies were quite dense and moisture 
resistant but glass fiber protection from their 
corrosive effect is indicated. 
Krumwiede, D.M., J.F. Benzel, and D.G. Bennett. "Synthesis 
of Fiber Reinforced Inor~anic Laminates," Ceramic Engineer-
ing Department Publicatwn, Quarterly Progress Report No. 8, 
March 1961. 6 pp. 2 figs. 1 table. 
During the period covered by this report, 
matrix processing and composition variables, 
method of deformation, and fiber corrosion re-
sistance were studied. 
A satisfactory method for separating ceramic 
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material from carbon shadowed replicas has been 
developed. 
X-ray analysis indicated that E28 specimens 
which broke or deformed at 1000° F. contained 
the same crystalline phase, ex:; Al20 3 , when re-
heated to 1200° F. and quenched. 
Al2 0 3 small-diameter rod-reinforced E38 
matrix bars exhibited greater strengths than bars 
containing "E" glass, Ti02 , and Zr02 rods. 
Forlano, R.J ., D.G. Bennett, et al. "Research on Elevated 
Temperature Resistant Ceramic Structural Adhesives," Ceramic 
EnlJineering Department Publication, WADC Technical Report 
55-491, Part VI, April 1961. 72 pp. 25 fig;>. 11 tables. 
Ceramic or inorganic type adhesives, which 
are relatively resistant to thermal and mechani-
cal shock and capable of sustained strengths at 
temperatures up to 1500° F. and now targeting 
2000° F. , have been investigated. Several alter a,. 
tions of the basic glassy phase were studied to 
attain optimum adhesion properties. Included 
were the incorporation of metal fillers, recrys-
tallizable materials and other special techniques 
to the basic glassy phase. 
The basic physical properties, thermal ex-
pansion, residual stress and tensile strength, 
were correlated with bond strength. Mean tensile 
strength values of 5000 p.s .i. at room tempera-
ture and 3000 p.s .i. at 800° F. can be expected 
of ceramic adhesives. 
Addition of selected bonding oxides to a bari-
um borosilicate glass to develop covalent-like 
bonds resulted in increased tensile shear strengths 
at temperatures above 1000° F. The incorpora-
tion of metal fillers improved the physical pro-
perties of the basic ceramic adhesives. Recrys-
tallized type adhesives would not develop strong 
cohesive bonds unless a glassy phase was present. 
The formation of phosphate bonds was con-
sidered for use as a low temperature maturing 
inorganic adhesive. 
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Bergeron, C.G. and A.L. Freidberg. "Crrstallization of the 
Perovskite Lead Titanate from Glasses, ' Ceramic Engineering 
Department Publication, AEC Contract No. AT(ll-1)-915, Feb-
ruary 15, 1961. 51 pp. 14 figs. 4 tables. 
A study has been initiated on ferroelectric 
lead titanate crystals precipitated from glasses. 
Preliminary work in formulating a desirable 
glass system suitable for nucleation and growth 
studies was undertaken. Some quantitative x-ray 
analysis of crystallized PbTi03 in glass, pre-
liminary examination of crystal growth observation 
at high temperatures, and initial DTA experi-
ments are reported. 
The principal results from this initial work 
have indicated that an endothermic reaction on 
DTA runs may be associated with the nucleation 
phenomenon, growth behavior of PbTi03 indicated 
columnar or acicular crystals in silicate glasses 
and equant isometric crystals in borate glasses, 
and surface crystallization occurred on the sur-
face of interior bubbles in the glass. 
Bergeron, C.G., A.L. FriedberR, et al. "Protective Coatings 
for Refractory Metals, Part II, Ceramic Engineering Depart-
ment Publication, WADC Technical Report 59-526, Contract 
No. AF 33(616)-5734; August 1960. 45 pp. 33 figs. 3 tables. 
Various ceramic coating systems for tung-
sten metal were developed and evaluated. These 
included silicide coatings, ceramic crystals in a 
glass matrix, zirconia-clad coatings, vapor-de-
posited SiO, and recrystallizing glasses. The 
system considered protective for tungsten at tem-
peratures of 3000° F. or higher, from a practical 
viewpoint, was a coating consisting of 35 per cent 
glass and 65 per cent zircon. 
Tungsten wire specimens coated with this 
glass- zircon coating were protected for ten hours 
at 3000° F. A study of the nature of the degrada-
tion of this coating tested at 3000° F. as a function 
of time was carried out based on microstructural 
observations and x-ray diffraction analysis of the 
reaction products. The protective lifetime of the 
coating was related to the degree of attack of the 
coated tungsten metal as indicated by interfacial 
roughness and tungsten oxide formation, and to 
the progressive decrease in the thickness of the 
coating under test. 
Herbst, R.J., R.E. Bickelhaupt, and A.W. Allen. "Thermal 
Conductivity and Thermal Diffusivity of Ceramic-Metal Com-
binations," Ceramic Engineering Department Publication, 
Seoond Summary Report, August 15, 1960. 64 pp. 25 figs. 
5 tables. 
Thermal conductivity of a wide variety of 
cermet combinations has been studied as a func-
tion of temperature utilizing a comparative tech-
nique employing pure iron as a conductivity stand-
ard. Improvements in the technique have included: 
a shielded and insulated sample column to reduce 
thermocouple noise and improve temperature 
gradient stability; improved atmosphere control; 
incorporation of calibration- matched thermocou-
ples to increase the accuracy of temperature dif-
ference measurements upon which thermal con-
ductivity calculations markedly depend. An im-
proved apparatus which will provide for positive 
atmosphere control on easily corroded refractory 
metal-based cermets has been designed and con-
struction started. 
An infinite cylinder method for thermal con-
ductivity employing a stack of 3 1/2-inch diameter 
by 1-inch and/or 1/2-inch thick discs and a cen-
tral heater of platinum+ 20 per cent rhodium has 
been employed as an absolute method for measur-
ing thermal conductivity. Studies of the longi-
tudinal and radial temperature gradients as a 
function of end insulation and peripheral insulation 
varying in thickness, led to a satisfactory design. 
Limitations have been experienced, however, due 
to lack of specimen homogeneity and corrosion of 
samples by oxidation. This study has led to the 
design of a modified apparatus employing a tanta-
lum rod central heater and a platinum + 2 0 per 
cent rhodium or molybdenum peripheral heater 
for measurements above 3000° F. This design 
will also incorporate a sealed system for positive 
atmosphere environrrent control around the speci-
men cylinder. 
Thermal diffusivity by the technique of Fitz-
simmons has been analyzed and found to be satis-
factory for materials for relatively low diffusivity 
(i.e. high ceramic content). Accordingly an 
alternative method, which will utilize a cyclic 
heat input to the central heater of either of the 
infinite cylinder apparatuses, has been studied. 
Electrical resistance studies have aided in 
emphasizing the importance of homogeneity and 
in fixing a possible typical model aggregate sys-
tem for interpretation of results. The role of the 
variable pore phase present and lack of homo-
geneity has caused calculated thermal conductivi-
ties (computed from a consideration of this model 
aggregate system) to vary somewhat from ob-
served values. 
A recommended research program has been 
outlined emphasizing continued thermal conduc-
tivity, thermal diffusivity and electrical resist-
ance studies; and a fundamental study of the 
kinetics of sintering refractory metal- based cer-
mets. 
Willmore, T.A., A.W. Allen, et. al. "Fundamental Study or 
Properties or Refractories as Related to Service in a Steel 
Press ure Casting Process, " Ceramic Engineering Department 
Publication, Second Summary Report , February 1, 1961. 43 pp. 
6 figs. 9 tables. 
Several simulated service tests were made, 
and the resistance of spinel refractories to ero-
sion by molten wheel steel has been demonstrated . 
A comparison between polyvinyl alcohol and a 
water- soluble wax as temporary binders for ram-
ming mixes has shown the wax to be more effec-
tive in producing high densities. 
The fired properties of fused periclass-mag-
nesium aluminate and fused zirconia-magnesium 
aluminate composites have been determined. The 
substitution of either oxide for a portion of the 
fused spinel had detrimental effects on the room 
temperature strength. 
The effects of firing time and temperature 
and also of the particle size gradation on the 
physical properties of fused spinel bodies have 
been studied . All three may be varied widely 
without much change occurring in any room tem-
perature properties except permeability. 
An apparatus to study the deformation of ring 
sections while they were subjected to both heat 
and load has been constructed. Some preliminary 
results have been presented. 
Probing experiments with fused aluminum 
titanate have been described. 
A number of service projects, completed at 
the request of the sponsor, have been enumerated. 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
Anderson, R. C. " Crystallization of Lead Meta-
niobate from a Glassy Phase," A. L. Fried-
berg, advisor. August 1960. 
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Bergeron, C. G . " Crystallization of the Perov-
skite Lead Titanate from Glasses, " A. L. 
Friedberg, advisor . June 1961 . 
Deadmore, D. L . " Thermal Decomposition of 
Some Inorganic Fluorides, " A. W. Allen, 
advisor. June 1960 . 
Haertling, G. H. " The Kinetics of the Reduction 
of Lead Compounds and Glasses, " R. L . 
Cook, advisor. June 1961. 
Lefort, H. G., Jr. " High Temperature Tensile 
Strength of Ceramic Adhesives to Stainless 
Steel," A. L. Friedberg, advisor . August 
1960. 
M.S. 
Hall, C . A . "The Influence of Fluoride Additions 
on Electrical Properties of Barium Titanate 
Dielectrics," R. L . Cook, advisor. August 
1960. 
Wirth, D. G., Jr. "Dielectric Properties of 
Some Lead Bearing Glasses," A . L . Fried-
berg, advisor. August 1960. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
The bulk of the material from the Chemical Engineering Divi-
sion of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
is published in professional journals . One departmental re-
port was printed in the 1960-1961 fiscal year. 
Hanratty, T .J. a nd A. Hershman. "Ini ti at ion of Roll Waves, " 
Chemical Engineering Division Publication, Contract DA-11-
022-0RD-1707, Techni cal Report o. 9, .\ugust 1960. 61 pp. 
6 fi gs. 4 tables. 
The theory propos ed by Jeffreys to explain 
roll wave transition on a liquid surface is a pplied 
to flows on vertical walls and to the co-current 
flow of a gas and liquid. Data are presented for 
the co-current flow of air with water-glycerine 
s olutions , water- butanol solutions, and water-
sodium lauryl sulfate solutions. Agreement is 
obtained between theory and experiment. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph . D . 
Balchan, A . S. "I. High Pressure-High Tem-
perature Electronic Spectra, II. Electrical 
Resistance at High Pressure, " H. G. Drick -
amer, advisor. June 1961 . 
Crum, G. F. "Average Temperature and Tem-
perature Fluctuations Behind a Heated Wir e , " 
T. J. Hanratty, advisor. June 1961. 
Edwards, A. L. "The Effect of Pressur e on 
Zincblende and Related Structures, " H. G. 
Drickamer, advisor. February 1961. 
Gregg, D. W. "The Effect of Pressure on Decay 
Rates of Organic Phosphors," H. G. Dricka-
mer, advisor. June 1961. 
Harding, J. W . "Catalytic Decomposition of Ni-
tric .Oxide," M . S. Peters, advisor. Aug-
ust 1961. 
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Hosler, E. R. " Film Boiling on Horizontal 
Plates , " J. W. W estwater , advisor. Feb-
ruary 1961. 
Johnk, R. E. " Development of Temperature Pro-
file for Turbulent Heat Exchange in a Pipe," 
T . J . Hanratty, advisor . F ebruary 1961. 
Or e l!, A. " Spontaneous Interfacial Cellular Con-
vection Accompanying Ma ss Transfer : Eth-
ylene Glycol-Acetic Acid-Ethyl A ce tate, " J. 
W. Westwate r, advisor. June 1961. 
Samara, G. A. " The Effect of Pressur e on the 
Electronic Struc ture and C onductivity of In-
sulators, " H. G. Drickamer, advisor. 
Stephens, D . R. " The Effe ct of Pre s sure on 
Ligand Field Spectra," H. G. Drickamer, 
advisor . February 1961. 
Tis che r, R . E. " The Effec t of Pressure on Elec-
tronic Spectra in Glas ses , " H. G. Drickame r, 
advisor . 
W elch, J. F. " Mi c ros copic Study of Dropwise 
Cond ensation, " J. W. Wes twater, advisor. 
October 1960. 
Zahner, J. C. " The Effect of Pressur e on Ener-
gy Levels of Trans ition M etal Ions, " H. G . 
Drickamer, advisor. June 1961. 
M.S. 
Bentley, W. H . " The Effect of Pressure on C e r-
tain Electronic Energy States," H . G. Drick-
amer, advisor. June 1961. 
Bolo, M. S. " Shallow Bed Effects in a Packed 
Reac tor," D. D. Perlmutter, advisor. Octo-
ber 1960. 
Breen, B. P. "Effect of Diameter of Horizontal 
~-------------------------------
Tubes on Film Boiling," J. W. Westwater, 
advisor. February 1961. 
Hunter, W. G. "Mechanism and Kinetics of Can-
nizzaro Reactions," M. S. Peters, advisor. 
October 1960. 
Jeannin, P. G. "Mass Transfer to a Laminar 
Jet," J. A. Quinn, advisor. August 1960. 
Kirby, D. B. "Boiling at High Heat Fluxes on a 
Horizontal Plate," J. W. Westwater, advisor. 
June 1961. 
Reiss, L. P. "Turbulent Mass Transfer to Small 
Sections of a Pipe Wall, " T. J. Hanratty, 
advisor. August 1960. 
Riggleman, B. M. " Pressure Effects in Metal-
Organic Systems, " H. G. Drickamer, ad-
visor. June 1961. 
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Sheely, C. Q., Jr. "Kinetics of Isopropanol De-
hyrogenation in Flow Reactor, " M. S. Peters, 
advisor. August 1961. 
Sigloh, D. B. "Coalescence and Dispersion in 
the Mixing of Immiscible Liquids, " J. A. 
Quinn, advisor. October 1960. 
Tanimoto, S. "Tempe rature Fie ld for Turbulent 
Heat Transfer in a Pipe, " T . J. Hanratty, 
advisor. May 1961. 
B.S. 
Lappin, G. R. "Collection of Aerosols from Gas 
Streams by Charged Pellets," H. F. John-
stone, advisor. June 1961. 
Shapiro, B. S. " Study of the Performance of a 
Modified Klumb Nuclei Generator," H. F. 
Johnstone, advisor. June 1961. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
lncluded here are reports published directly by the Department 
in its own series of Studies. The bulk of Civil Engineering 
work is published in joumals and bulletins. 
Huang, E.Y. "An Analysis of the In-Place Stability of Surface 
Course and Subgrade Materials of Soil-Aggregate Roads," Civil 
Engineering Department Publication, Illinois Cooperative High-
way Research Program, Project IHR-46, November 1960. _74 pp. 
10 figs. 10 tables. 
The objective toward which the present inves-
tigation was directed was to determine the factors 
of influence on the stability of the surface and 
subgrade materials of typical soil-aggregate roads 
in DeWitt County, Illinois. The investigation con-
sisted of a study of in-service roads at ten select-
ed sites. The stability of surface courses and 
subgrades was evaluated by field California bear-
ing ratio tests. The physical characteristics and 
conditions of these materials were determined by 
a program of routine tests, including physical 
characteristics of mineral aggregates, particle-
size distribution, liquid limit, plastic limit, 
plasticity index, compaction characteristics, in-
place moisture content and density determinations. 
In this ·report the results of the field and lab-
oratory tests are presented and analyzed. The 
relationships between certain physical factors and 
the stability of the surface course and subgrade 
materials, as indicated by multiple and partial 
correlation analyses, are interpreted and dis-
cussed. 
Chow, V. T. "Hydrologic Determination of Waterway Areas for 
the Design of Drainage Structures in Small Watersheds," Civil 
Engineering Department Publication, Project IHR-23, May 1961. 
299 pp. 28 figs . 28 tables. 
In this study a scientific, simple, and practi-
cal rttethod is developed to determine the peak 
discharge of flow from small rural watersheds 
for the design of waterway openings of minor 
drainage structures such as culverts and small 
bridges. For practical applications, a design 
c hart for climatic and physiographic conditions in 
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Illinois is prepared for the method. 
Major phases of the study include a historical 
review of engineering studies and methods of wa-
terway area determination, a survey of design 
practice in different state highway agencies in the 
United States, a collection and analysis of avail-
able hydrologic data, the development of a proce-
dure for waterway area determination, a simpli-
fication and verification of the developed method, 
a compilation of formulas for waterway area 
determination, and the preparation of an annotated 
supplementary bibliography. 
Hollon, G. W., and B.A. Marks." A Correlation of Published Data 
on Lime-Pozzolan-Aggregate Mixtures for Hi~hway Base Course 
Construction," Civil Engineering Studies, Highway Engineering 
Series No. f, July 1960. 30 pp. 15 figs. 
This report is primarily a correlation of all 
available information pertaining to lime--fly-
ash--aggregate mixtures. Since this material is 
relatively new and research is still in progress, 
certain factors may change as more information 
is gained. However, the purpose of this report 
is to summarize the general principles and set 
forth the current thinking as to the best way of 
using this new paving material. There is definite-
ly enough information available to justify the use 
of this material at this time if basic engineering 
principles are followed, and this report is intend-
ed to provide this basic information in summary 
form. A detailed bibliography is also included 
for those who wish to make a more comprehensive 
study of this subject. 
Ewing, B.B., L.W. Lefke, and S.K. Banerji. "Synthetic Deter-
gents in Soils and Ground Waters," Civil Engineering Studies , 
Sanitary Engineering Series No. 8, January 1961. 40 pp. 9 figs. 
5 tables. 
The purpose of this research was to determine 
what mechanisms may be important in retarding 
the movement of alkyl benzene sulfonate (ABS) in 
ground waters. A satisfactory method of studying 
retention of ABS on soils and biological slimes 
has been developed by modification of existing 
procedures using a radioisotope of sulfur. At a 
concentration of 50 mg/ L, Ottawa sand in a col-
umn was found to retain 3. 30 ug . of ABS per 
gram of sand . The relative velocity of the ABS 
front with respect to the water front under these 
conditions would be 0. 77. When a biological 
slime was developed on the sand in a similar 
column, seven times as much ABS was retained 
on the solid phase. Under these conditions, the 
relative ~elocity of the ABS front would be 0. 31. 
It is concluded, therefore, that the presence of 
a biological slime grown on sewage would retard 
the movement of ABS through that zone of soil 
containing the slime. Beyond the first few feet of 
soil, where slime growth would be negligible, 
retention of tre ABS would be due principally to 
physical adsorption on the soil and this effect 
would not be great for coarse clean sand. 
Engelbrecht, R.S., G.E. Margrave, et al. "Fundamental Factors 
in Treatment of Iron Bearing Waters," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Sanitary Engineering Series No. 9, January 10, 1961. 51 pp. 10 
figs. 13 tables. 
A pilot- scale treatment plant, consisting of 
a storage reservoir, diffused air aerator, reac-
tion-sedimentation unit, and rapid sand filter, 
has been used to investigate the fundamental fac-
tors governing the treatment of iron-bearing 
waters. A satisfactory procedure for synthesiz-
ing waters containing known components has , been 
developed , including a method of maintaining iron 
in the reduced state to simulate natural waters . 
Twenty-four pilot plant studies have been 
completed. Waters studied included 10 synthetic 
waters, 8 natural waters studied in the laboratory, 
and 6 natural waters studied in the field. The 
wate.rs selected for investigation varied with re-
spect to concentrations of ammonia, sulfate, hard-
ness, alkalinity, and iron . The over-all removal 
of iron by the pilot-plant, regardless of water 
composition, has been satisfactory with one ex-
ception. Bench- scale studies have indicated some 
diffidulty in iron removal by usual processes when 
a dicarboxylic acid was pre sent. In the pilot 
plant, the aerator unit, which consistently in-
creased the DO to about 80 per cent of saturation, 
was found to remove approximately 25 per cent of 
the iron, the reaction- sedimentation unit about 3 
per cent, while the filter removed from 90 to 100 
per cent of the iron applied to it . A greater rate 
of oxidation of iron appeared to occur in the filter 
as opposed to that in the aerator and reaction-
sedimentation unit. The detention time in the 
reaction-sedimentation unit was found to have no 
effect on over -all iron removal. High sulfate 
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concentrations apparently improved removal of 
iron by the reaction- sedimentation unit. Concen-
trations of alkalinity when in excess of the hard-
ness of a water enhanced ferrous iron oxidation. 
Little correlation to date has been found be-
tween COD, organic nitrogen and iron removal 
efficiency. It should be noted, however, that 
COD values as high as 52 mg/L have been found 
in natural waters. ORP measurements made to 
date have shown only that raw waters with a nega-
tive value change to a positive value as a result 
of treatment. 
Thornburn, T.H. "Surface Deposits of Illinoi s, " Civil Engineer-
ing Studies, Soil Mechanics Series No. 3, July 1960. 147 pp. 3 
figs. 2 tables. 3 insert maps. 
The main body of the report contains first a 
summary of the geology of Illinois, which is fol-
lowed by a discussion of the characteristics of 
surface deposits classified according to their 
geologic origin. The map of surface deposits of 
Illinois, which is included as a part of this report, 
shows the distribution of some important deposits . 
Chapter 3 deals with the effect of surface weather-
ing on geologic deposits and the development of 
the pedologic profile. The pedologic soil clas sifi-
cation system is emphasized because of its impor-
tance for the correlation of engineering informa-
tion and because of the farge number of published 
soil reports and maps in which it i s utilized. The 
Soil Association map of Illinois is included to 
show the general distribution of the various kinds 
of soil profiles . Finally, in Chapter 4 each of the 
physiographic division of Illinois is discussed with 
respect to its geology, surficial soils, and engi-
neering characteristics. Typical soils of each 
area are described in the plates in Appendix 1, 
which show their profile characteristics and esti-
mated engineering properties. Engineering con-
siderations which are important in highway con-
struction in each soil association area are sum-
marized in Appendix 2. Thus, this report illus-
trates the relationships between the geology and 
the engineering characteristics of Illinois soil 
deposits. By utibzing a knowledge of these rela-
tionships the civil engineer, particularly one con-
cerned with highway construction, can make more 
accurate preliminary estimates of construction 
costs and construction problems, can improve the 
quality and economy of soil surveys, and can facil-
itate the economical design and construction of 
engineering projects . Although, the correlations 
presented in this report by no means cover all of 
the soil situations in Illinois, the methods utilized 
here can be used by soil engineers as a guide in 
working out new correlations for specific areas . 
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Triandafilidis, G.E . " Analytical Study of Dynamic Bearin g Capa-
city of Foundations," Civil Engir.eerin~ Studies , Soi l Mechanics 
Series No. 4, January 1961. 83 pp. 13 figs. 17 tables. 
The objective of this analytical study is to 
develop a general approach for the bearing capac-
ity of foundations subjected to time dependent 
transient loads. This phase of the investigation 
has been restricted to cohesive soils. The 
approach is based on a number of simplifying 
assumptions which provide an expedient way of 
calculating the resulting angular rotations as 
functions of time. Solutions have been developed 
to permit the designer to readily calculate the 
maximum angular rotations provided the relation 
between time and the intensity of the dynamic 
pulse can be expressed by means of a simple 
mathematical relation. The resulting differential 
equation of motion has been evaluated for both an 
initially peaked triangular pulse and a rectangular 
pulse. 
Du berg, J .E . , D. McDonald , et al . "Analys is and Des ign of 
Domes , Arches and Shells, Volume I: Elas tic Analy s is of 
Sph erical Domes ," Civil Engir. eering Studi es, Structural Re-
search Series No. 185, July 1959. 192 pp . 92 fi gs. 32 tabl es. 
Part I of this report is concerned with the 
development of a numerical procedure for the 
computation of the dynamic response of an elastic 
spherical shell when subjected to transient uni-
form pressure. This procedure is based upon 
the development of a discrete mechanism which 
replaces the continuous shell, said mechanism 
containing both bending and membrane resistance 
and large deformation effects. A numerical pro-
cedure is developed for obtaining the dynamic 
response of the mechanism and a code programed 
which makes the analysis on a digital computer. 
This program for an electronic digital computer 
is presented in flow-diagram form enabling an 
experienced programmer to convert the order 
code to any type of computing facility . Using the 
program for the digital computer certain parame-
ters were investigated and the significant results 
and conclusions presented. 
Part II of this report is concerned with the 
analysis of a membrane spherical shell by a dis-
crete framework approximation. Equivalent 
areas of bars are derived on the basis of equiva-
lent stiffness under identical loading. The frame-
work is analyzed for natural modes and frequen-
cies and the response of the framework to tri-
angular blast loading is obtained by linear super-
position of normal modes . Time histories of 
displacements are converted to time histories 
of bar forces which are combined to yield the 
shell stresses. A short digital computer pro-
gram is written to superpose modes and to c om-
pute shell stresses . U s ing the program for the 
digital c omputer c e rtain parameters were inv esti -
gated and the sig nificant results and c onclusions 
presented. Another digital computer pr ogram is 
independently developed in Appendix C as append-
e d to Part II to compute the d y namic re s ponse of 
the same framework model. The flow diagram 
for this digital computer program is also pre -
s ented , enabling a programmer to conv ert the 
order code to any type of computing facility . 
In part Ill o f this report is presente d an exac t 
analysis of the free vibration of an elastic mem-
brane spherical dome of arbitrary radius, mater-
ial and total opening angle. The equations of 
m otion are derived by subs titution of the D'Alem-
bert inertia forc e s into the static equilibrium 
equations. Expressions, in terms of trigonomet-
ric and Legendre functions, for the displace -. 
ments and stre ss e s during v ibration are giv en . 
A table of the natural freque ncies of v ibration 
for various v alues of the opening angle of th e 
shell is presented. The di s placement vec tors 
for the first five modes of symmetrical vibration 
of a hemispherical dome als o are tabulated. 
Eppink, R.T ., and A.S. Veletsos. " Analys is and Des ign of 
Domes, Arches and Shells, Volume II : Analysis o f Circul ar 
Arches ,'1 Civil Engineerin g Studies, Structural Rese arch Series 
No. 186, July 1959. 70 pp. 16 fi gs. 7 t ables. 
This report is concerned with the analys is of 
the behavior of ar c h structures under dynamic 
loads. A numerical procedure i s des c ribed for 
the computation of the dynamic respons e of circu-
lar arches subjected to transient for c es for both 
the elastic range of behavior and for the range 
approaching failure. The proble m is analyzed 
approximately by replacing the continuous ar c h 
by a framework consisting of a series of rigid 
bars and flexible j oints. 
The scope of this investigation is described 
briefly in Chapter 1. The characteristics of the 
substitute framework are described in Chapter 2. 
In Chapter 3 the equations necessary for dynamic 
response calculations are derived, and an outline 
is given of the procedure for their solution. In 
Chapter 4 are presented the results of some 
studies on the computation of natural frequenc ies 
and buckling loads of uniform circular arches. 
The pertinent equations are formulated, and a 
number of numerical solutions are obtained for 
arches with fixed dimensions, by considering 
different numbers of bars in the analogous frame-
work . These solutions are determined for the 
purpose of estimating the accuracy of the substi-
tute framework. Included in Chapter 5 for con-
venience of reference, is a summary of existing 
formulas for the approximate calculation of natu-
ral frequencies and buckling loads of uniform, 
circular arches with hinged or fixed ends. 
Austin , W.J ., R.E. Untrauer, et al. "An Inves tigation of the Be-
havior of Deep Members of Reinforced Concrete and Steel" 
Civil Engineering Studies, ~tructural Research Series No.' 187, 
January 1960. 213 pp. 112 figs . 19 tables . 
The purpose of this investigation is to obtain 
information which will contribute to a better un-
derstanding of the strength and behavior of deep 
beams of reinforced concrete and steel subjected 
to slowly and rapidly applied loading, and to de-
velop means for the prediction of this behavior. 
This report contains the following : ( 1) a 
thorough survey of the literature pertaining to the 
behavior of deep beams subjected to static and 
dynamic loads; (2) the results of static tests of 
23 simply supported, deep, reinforced-concrete 
beams, 14 under uniform loading and nine with a 
single concentrated load at midspan; (3) the re-
sults of dynamic tests on two simply supported, 
deep, reinforced-concrete beams; and (4) the 
results of one test of a deep, steel beam of!-
shape cross section subjected to slowly applied 
uniform loading. Experimental results are com-
pared with theory. 
Lycan , D.L. "The Effect of Structure and Foundation Inter-
action Upon Shock Transmiss ion," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Structural Research Series No. 189, June 1960. 184 pp. 43 
figs . 5 tables . 
It is not intended to use specific types of 
shocks or specific structures in this study, but 
rather to use a broad approach. in order to obtain 
information that will lead to a general under-
standing of the magnitude of the errors that may 
result. Since most of the work in this problem 
area has been concerned with aseismic design, 
the majority of the discussion presented herein 
refers to a building founded on ground; however, 
the generalizations used permit this study to ap-
ply to other types of vibrating systems on other 
types of foundations. 
Fi·rst, an analytical procedure for calculating 
the response of multi-degree-of-freedom systems 
is described. Next, the procedure to be followed 
in this study is determined, and a system of 
spring-mass models is developed. The parame-
ters used in these spring-mass models are also 
described. A number of digital computer solu-
tions comparing the response of these spring-
mass systems to an applied transient force and to 
a transient foundation displacement are presented 
for various combinations of the model parameters. 
These solutions are analyzed for the effect of 
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model parameters upon the errors discovered, 
and a method of reducing these errors is pre-
sented . 
Huang, T., and A.S. Veletsos. "Dynamic Response of Three-
Span Continuous Highway Bridges, " Civil Engineering Studies 
Structura.l Research Series No. 190, Septembe r 1960. 171 pp. ' 
42 figs . 12 tables. 
This report describes a method for the com-
putation of the dynamic response of continuous 
highway bridges under the action of moving vehi-
cles. The report also gives information on the 
behavior of representative thre e -span continuous 
bri.dge s . In this study, the bridge is idealized as 
a continuous beam and the vehicle is represented 
by a sprung load unit having either one, two, or 
three axles. 
The investigation includes a development of 
a general method for analyzing the dynamic re-
sponse of continuous bridges; the development of 
a c omputer program for use on the ILLIAC, the 
high- speed digital computer of the University of 
Illinois, so that numerical solutions can be ob-
tained conveniently; the use of the c omputer pro-
gram in the solution of specific problems; and a 
study, based on the numerical results obtained, 
of the effects of the various variables entering 
into the problem . 
Winemiller, J.R., and W.J. Austin. "Behavior and Design of 
Deep Structural Members, Part 2: Tests of Reinforced Con-
crete Deep Beam s with Web and Compression Reinforcement " 
Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Rese arch Se ries No. 193 
August 1960. 108 pp. 54 figs. 9 tables. ' 
The results of tests of seven reinforced-
concrete deep beams with tensile and web rein-
forcement and two beams with tensile and com-
pressive reinforcement are described in this re-
port . Several patterns of web reinforcement 
were used. The beams with web reinforcement 
had a span-depth ratio of about 3 . 0 and the beams 
with compressive reinforcement had a s pan-depth 
ratio of 2. 32. All beams were tes ted under uni-
form, slowly applied loading . The gene ral be-
havior of the test specimens is described and 
explanations of the observed phenomena are given. 
Johnson, W.L., and J.E. Stallmeyer. "The Effect of Cooling 
Rate and Restraint on Weld Cracking," Civil Engineering Stu-
dies, Structural Research Series No. 198, June 1961. 94 pp. 
41 fi gs. 9 tables . 
Cracking in the weld metal and in the heat-
affected zone has been studied both experiment-
ally and analytically. Such cracking is affected 
by the peak temperature, the cooling rate, the 
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metallurgical structures and the restraint condi-
tions. 
The experimental study was carried out on 
ASTM A-7 steel using an E6010 electrode and 
va rying the heat input, weld size , and plate thick-
nesses. Specimens were subjected to study at 
high magnification to determine the number and 
size of c racks present. 
In some parts of the program the cooling 
curves at various locations were recorded. The 
cu r ves were compared with theoretical cooling 
cu r ves . The results of all of these studies were 
analyzed and a procedure developed by which the 
prope r heat input can be determined for a parti -
cular plate combination and partic ular conditions 
of r es traint. 
The final result indicates that there is a rela-
tively sharp demarcation betwee n the conditions 
which produce no cracking ' and those where crack-
ing occurs fairly generally. The results indicate 
that for the combination of plate material and 
weld electrode used the specifications for mini-
mum weld size are conservative. 
Mac Gregor, J.G., M.A. Sozen, and C. P . Siess . " Strength and 
Behavior o f Prestressed Concrete Beams with Web Re inforce-
ment, " Civil Enqineerinq Studies, Structural Research Series 
No . £01, August 1960. 294 pp. 111 fi gs. 11 tabl es. 
The purpose of this investigation was to study 
the behav ior of simply supported prestressed 
concrete beams with web reinforcement and/ or 
draped reinforcement . Particular attention was 
paid to the dev elopment of inclined cracks and 
the modes of failure. 
Tests of 87 beams, 6 by 12 inches in cross 
section and spanning 9 feet are reported. Five 
beams were rectangular, while the rest were!-
beams with 3-inch or 1 3/4-inch- thick webs. Two 
had 2 - by 24-inch composite slabs. The beams 
were prestressed with 0. 082 to 0. 712 per cent 
longitudinal reinforcement which was straight in 
68 beams and draped under the load points in the 
r es t. Concrete strengths ranged from 2310 to 
7625 p.s .i. while the nominal pre stress was 
120, 000 or 60, 000 p.s .i . Vertical stirrups were 
used, with web reinforcement ratios, based on 
the flange width and stirrup spacing, ranging 
from 0. 038 to 0 . 327. The stirrup spacing varied 
from 2. 25 to 10. 5 inches. All the beams were 
tested under one or two concentrated loads with 
shea:r: spans of 28 to 78 inches . In seven beams 
the load was applied successively at 11 points 
along the span to simulate a moving load. 
Each beam was tested to failure. Records of 
load, deflection, concrete and steel strains and 
c racking were obtained at all stages of loading . 
Studies of the data resulted in empirical expres-
sions for the inclined cracking and ultimate load s. 
In addition, design procedures are proposed for 
prestressed bridge girders. 
Mosberg, R.J ., and . M. Newmark. "Investigation of Criteri a 
for Selecting Structural Metal s, " Civil Enqineerinq Studies, 
Structural Research Series No. 20£, Jun e 1960. 189 pp . 76 
fi gs. 43 tables. 
This is the final report on a project which, 
over a period of several years , investigated the 
general behavior of structural metals. The pur-
pose of this program was to study, in the form of 
rather simple elements, the behavior of steel and 
other structural materials when subjected to vari-
ous types of static, impact , and fatigue tests. 
Such basic information then, in addition to the 
usual mechanical properties of the mate rial, 
might be taken into account in evaluating materi-
als for structural purpos es. 
The work was divided into a number of funda-
mental studies which are described in sections of 
this report. Different phases of each study have 
been recorded over a period of several years in 
numerous theses. Many of these theses have 
be e n presented in technical or progress report s; 
some of them have been combined or mentioned 
in technical papers while others have not be e n 
reported. 
This final report list s all reports and publi-
cations that were issued pr eviously as part of 
this investigation and pre se nts in considerable 
d e tail the c ontents and conclus ions of the theses 
that have never be e n reported. It also includes 
the material from thos e theses that may have 
been briefly summarized or partially reporte d 
previously, since frequently more complete infor-
mation has been requested and has not been avail-
able except in the original the sis. 
Fluhr , W.E., A. Ang , and C. P . Siess. "Theoretica l Analys is or 
the Effects of Openings on the Bending Moments in Square Pl ates 
with Fix ed Edges," Civil Enqineerinq Studies, Structural Re-
search Series No. 203, Jul y 1960. 148 pp. 34 Figs. 46 pl ates. 
The theoretical investigation presented in 
this report is concerned with the effects of square 
and rectangular openings on the bending moments 
in plates with fixed edges. These types of open-
ings are encountered in floor systems and the de-
.sign of such plates are generally based on the 
assumption that the total amount of reinforcement 
required is the same as that in a solid plate . This 
assumption is used mainly because of the limited 
amount of reliable data pertaining to plates with 
openings. 
The object of this investigation is to provide 
a general "feeling for the changes in bending 
moments that occur in plates when square or 
rectangular openings are introduced. It is hoped 
that the results from this study will shed some 
light on the dark path to rational design of plates 
with openings. 
The investigation was limited to square 
plates with fixed edges. The various types of 
openings considered may be divided into three 
series as follows: (1) five plates with square 
openings of different sizes; (2) five plates with 
rectangular openings of different sizes; (3) three 
plates with multiple openings. In the series with 
square openings, three of the plates had openings 
at the center and the other two had openings loca-
ted in one corner. In the series with rectangular 
openings, the openings were located at the center 
and had constant widths and varying lengths. In 
the series with multiple openings, one of the 
plates had two square openings located on the x 
axis; another plate had two rectangular openings 
located on the x axis; and the third plate had four 
square openings located on the diagonals of the 
plate. 
Two types of loading conditions for the plates 
with openings were investigated: a uniform load, 
q per unit of area, on the remaining surface of 
the plate; and a uniform load, q per unit of area, 
on the remaining surface of the plate plus a uni-
formly distributed line load on the perimeter of 
the opening. In addition, solutions were obtained 
that enabled the separation of the effects of the 
opening itself from the effects of the change in 
load on the plate. In most cases considered in 
this investigation, Poisson's ratio was assumed 
to be zero; however, for comparison purposes, 
solutions were obtained for three plates using 
Poisson's ratio equal to 0. 3. 
Sahgal , R.K ., and IV.H. Munse. "Fatigue Behavior of Axiall~ 
Loaded \Veld men ts in HY-80 Steel," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Structural Research Series No. £04, September 1960. 136 pp. 
66 figs . 20 tables . 
Axial load fatigue tests on several types of 
weldments in heavy chemistry HY-80 steel are 
reported in the life range between 10, 000 and 
100, 000 cycles. Included in the studies are the 
effect of surface geometry in butt welds and the 
effect of various cyclic conditions of loading. 
The data are supplemented by metallurgical 
studies of typical welds. 
The test results indicate that the fatigue re-
sistance of sound welds in high- strength steels 
(of the HY-80 type) is considerably higher than 
that of welds in medium-carbon or low-alloy 
steels in the life range up to approximately 10 5 
cycles. When greater repetitions of load have to 
be resisted, there appears to be very little dif-
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ference in the fatigue resistances of the various 
steels. The high- strength steels have been found 
to be more fatigue notch s e nsitive than the lower-
strength steels and highly susceptible to even the 
most minor internal discontinuities. 
The metallurgical studies indicate that the 
effects of geometrical discontinuities (external or 
internal) are much more effective in reducing the 
fatigue strength of the welded members than the 
metallurgical factors introduced by welding. 
\Varwaruk , J. , M. Sozen, and C.P . Siess . "Strength Rnd Behavior 
in Flexure of Pres tressed Conc rete Beams ," Civil Engine ering 
Studies, Structural Rese arch Serie s No. f05, Se ptember 1960. 
281 pp. 125 fi gs . 12 tabl e s. 
The over-all objective of this bulletin is to 
summarize and present the information on the 
flexural strength and deformation characteristics 
of prestressed concrete beams acquired in the 
study of prestressed reinforced concrete for high-
way bridges which has been in progress since 
1951. The specific objectives are : ( 1) to pre-
sent a general analysis for the flexural strength 
of prestressed concrete beams; (2) to develop 
procedures for the determination of flexural de-
formations of prestressed concrete beams at 
various stages of loading; (3) to describe test 
results of prestressed concrete beams failing in 
flexure; and ( 4) to develop simple approximate 
methods for the determination of the flexural 
strength of prestressed concrete beams. 
The analysis for flexural strength is directly 
applicable to bonded and partially bonded beams 
and has been extended to include unbonded beams. 
Although emphasis is placed on the ultimate mo-
ment resisting capacity, procedures are also 
presented for the determination of the re sis ting 
moment of a prestressed concrete beam at any 
stage of loading. 
The determination of flexural deformation 
involves the use of a relationship between moment 
and average curvature, and procedures are pre-
sented for determining this relationship for a pre-
stressed concrete beam at various stages of load-
ing. Using this relationship and principles of 
geometry, the deflection at any location in the 
span can be determined. For the beams of this 
investigation, midspan deflections at flexural 
cracking and at ultimate were computed for com-
parison with measured deflections. 
The results of tests on 82 rectangular pre-
stressed-concrete beams are presented, dis-
cussed, and compared with the results of the 
analysis. These tests included bonded, unbonded, 
and partially bonded beams. The major variables 
involved were: the amount of reinforcement, 
which ranged from 0.10 to 0.95 per cent; the con-
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crete strength, which ranged from 1270 to 8320 
p.s.i.; the effective prestress, which ranged from 
20, 000 to 150, 000 p.s.i.; and the loading, which 
included beams loaded at midspan. A detailed 
outline of the various test series and the range of 
variables in each is also presented. In addition, 
comparisons between measured and computed 
flexural strengths are made for other prestressed 
concrete beams, including beams tested in an-
other phase of this investigation, beams tested at 
the Portland Cement Association Laboratory, 
and at the United States Naval Research Labora-
tory. 
Huang , T. , and A.S. Veletsos . "A Study of Dynamic Response 
of Cantil ever Highway Bridges ," Civil Engineering Studies, 
Structural Research Series No. f06 , October 1960. 35 pp. 14 
figs. 2 tables . 
The results of an analytical investigation are 
presented to illustrate the nature of the dynamic 
effects produced by moving vehicles in highway 
bridges of the cantilever type. In the analysis the 
bridge is represented by a beam with distributed 
flexibility and seven concentrated point mas·ses, 
and the vehicle is represented by a smoothly 
moving, single-axle, sprung load. 
The parameters investigated include the speed 
of the vehicle, the stiffness of the vehicle suspen-
sion in comparison to the stiffness of the bridge, 
and the limiting interleaf friction in the springs 
of the vehicle . It is shown that cantilever bridges 
are more susceptible to vibration than continuous 
bridges of the same general proportions . 
Hawkins, N.M., V. Srinivasagopalan , and M.A. Sozen. "Anchor-
a~e Zone Stresses in Pres tressed Concrete Beams," Civil En-
g:ineering Studies, Structural Research Series No. f07, 1 ovem -
lier 1960. 102 pp. 34 figs. 
The object of this report is to review and 
discuss available information useful for the deter-
mination of anchorage zone stresses in preten-
sioned prestressed concrete beams. Research 
on anchorage zone stresses in both post- and 
pre-tensioned beams and on the rate of stress 
transfer in the anchorage zone of a pretensioned 
beam is reviewed. Two theoretical analyses are 
used to determine possible anchorage zone stress 
distributions and to provide a basis for the deter-
mination of the critical factors. On the basis of 
this information, a proposed test series aimed at 
developing a rational method for the design of 
transverse reinforcement in the anchorage zones 
of pretensioned beams is outlined. 
San.ders , IV. IV. , Jr. , and IV. H._ Mun se . "The Lateral and Longi-
tu?1~al D1.s tnb~t1on of .Loading in Steel Ra ilway Bridges, " 
Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research Se ri es /l'o . 208, 
November 1960. 128 pp. 27 figs . 10 tabl es . 
The first purpose of this report was to review 
the existing methods of analysis for bridge-floor 
systems and related structures, and then to de-
velop a method of analysis which would as accu-
rately as possible, determine the distribution of 
wheel loads to the bridge floor system. The 
second aim was to obtain, using these methods of 
analysis, a number of solutions of simulated 
bridge floors, which included as many of the 
existing combinations and types of bridges as 
possible and then to correlate these results with 
the results of the actual bridge tests conducted 
during the last 10 years by the Association of 
American Railroads. The third and final objec-
tive was to arrive at a method of computing the 
live load distribution, which is practical for use 
in design offices and, yet, takes into account all 
of the important factors affecting the distribution 
of live load. 
Civil Engineering Studi es , Structural Re se arch Series No. £09. 
£3 pp. 
This report contains reprints of four articles 
from the Welding Journal Research Supplement. 
Since these articles are available from a journal, 
only the bibliographic material will be given here. 
Barton, F. W., and W. J. Hall. "Brittle-
Fracture Tests of Six-Foot Wide Pre-
stressed Steel Plates," Welding Journal 
Research Supplement, September 1960. 
Munse, W. H. "Evaluation of Laboratory 
Fatigue Studies for Welded Structures," 
Welding Journal Research Supplement, 
April 1960. 
Mosborg, R. J. "An Investigation of Welded 
Crack Arresters," Welding Journal 
Research Supplement, January 1960. 
Munse, W. H. "Fatigue Failures in Fatigue 
Machines," Welding Journal Research 
Supplement, February 1958. 
Eppink, R. T., and A.S. Veletsos. "Response of Arches Under 
Dynamic Loads," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Re-
search Series No . £10, December 1960. 148 pp. 42 figs. 11 
tables. 
This report is concerned with a study of the 
response of arches subjected to the influence of 
transient forces. 
A numerical procedure is presented for the 
computation of the dynamic response of arches 
for both the elastic and the inelastic ranges of de-
formation. The procedure is applicable to arches 
having any shape and any distribution of mass and 
stiffness. The distribution of the pressure along 
the arch and its timewise variation may be arbi-
trary. 
The analysis is simplified by replacing the 
actual arch which has an infinite number of de-
grees of freedom by a discrete framework con-
sisting of a se ries of rigid bars, flexible joints, 
and concentrated point masses. For the compu-
tation of the response in the inelastic range, the 
cross-sectional area of the arch is considered to 
consist of two concentrated flange areas. connect-
ed by a thin rigid web. The equations of motion 
of the replacement system are solved by use of a 
step- by- step method of numerical integration. 
Computer programs are described for the 
analysis of two general classes of problems : 
circular elastic arches subjected to a uniform 
normal pressure of arbitrary timewise variation; 
and arches of arbitrary shape subjected to a tri-
angular moving pressure pulse. For the latter 
case it is possible to evaluate the response in 
the inelastic range of behavior. 
Numerical solutions are presented for a wide 
range of the parameters involved, and the effects 
of the various parameters are discussed. 
Gamble, W.L., M.A. Sozen, and C.P. Siess. "An Experiment.al 
Study of a Reinforced Two-Way Floor Slab," Civil Engineering 
Studies, Structural Research Series No. ell, June 1961. 298 pp. 
131 figs. 12 tables. 
This report describes the results of tests on 
the quarter-scale model two-way slab. The ob-
jectives of the report are: (a) to de scribe the be-
havior of the structure at various load levels; 
{b) to determine the bending moments in the 
structure, the distribution of these moments, and 
the changes in distribution as the load level or the 
loading patte rn is changed; (c) to compare the 
measured moments with the moments obtained by 
theoretical analyses and the moments prescribed 
by the various design procedures; and (d) to com-
pare the strength of the str ucture with that indi-
cated by a yield-line analysis. 
Five tests have been described in this report. 
They are the tests in which all the panels were 
loaded to the design load, to 1. 0 DL + 2. 0 LL, to 
1. 0 DL + 4. 0 LL, and to failure. The fifth test 
described is that in which the interior panel alone 
was loaded to failure. The moments in the tests 
to 1. 0 DL + 2. 0 LL and 4. 0 LL have been deter-
mined. Moments were not computed for the test 
to design load because the measured strains were 
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so low that they could not be reliably related to 
the moments. In addition, the moments for sever-
al of the checkerboard and single panel loadings 
were computed and used to show the magnitude 
of increases that could be expected for "maximum 
moment loadings" as compared to the moments 
when all panels were loaded. The results of the 
tests to failure were compared with the results of 
yield-line analyses. 
Chapter 2 through 6 describe the test struc-
ture, the materials, the loading system, the in-
strumentation and the loading patterns and levels 
for individual tests . The description of the be-
havior of the structure in five tests is included in 
Chapter 7. The relationship between measured 
strain and bending moment is explained in Chapter 
8, and the moments across the full width of the 
test structure as obtained from the strain mea-
surements and the measured reactions are com-
pared in Chapter 9. The redistribution of mo-
ments that occurred between the design load and 
1. 0 DL + 4. 0 LL is discussed in Chapter 10. The 
measured moments at 1. 0 DL + 2. 0 LL for all 
panels loaded and for the maximum moment 
loadings are presented in Chapter 11, and these 
moments are compared with the design and 
theoretical values in Chapter 12. The strength 
of the structure is investigated in Chapter 13. 
Chapter 14 presents a summary of the report. 
Vir1er, J.G., W.H. Munse, et al. "A Study of the Beh avior of 
Nuts for Use with High Strength Bolts," Civil Engineering 
Studies, Structural Research Series No. eie, April 1961. 124 
pp. 21 figs. 6 tables. 
Some 700 tests of individual bolts were made 
to determine and compare the behavior of heavy, 
finished thick, and finished nuts over a range of 
nut hardness values (or strengths) when torqued 
to failure using ASTM A325 high- strength bolts 
with minimum and maximum strengths . A num-
ber of bolt s and nuts were also loaded in direct 
tension to compare static strength with torqued 
strength. The tests were performed on 3/4-inch, 
7/8-inch, a nd 1-inch diameter s p ecimens. 
The test results indicate that , with proper 
selection of nut hardness and bolt strength, bolts 
having nuts of the heavy, finished thick, and 
finished series will develop at least the specified 
proof loads at 1/2 nut-tur n from "s nug " and, if 
loaded to failure, will fail in tension through the 
bolt threads. 
Arya, A.S., N. Khachaturian, and C.P. Siess. "Lateral Distri-
bution of Concentrated Loads on Multi beam Highway Bridges," 
Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research Series No. f13, 
May 1961. 169 pp. 34 figs. 23 tables. 
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The outline of the the sis follows approxi-
mately the order of objectives stated in Section 
2. The development of the method of analysis is 
presented in Chapter II, wherein certain dimen-
sionless parameters, which depend upon the di-
mensions of the bridge, the geometrical proper-
ties of the beam cross section and the material 
used, are also introduced. In Chapter III, the 
range of variation of these parameters for prac-
tical cases is studied and approximate statistical 
relationships among them are derived. The pa-
rameter combinations studied later are based 
upon the results obtained in this chapter. 
The procedure for obtaining numerical re-
sults from the equations derived in Chapter II is 
explained in Chapter IV. The convergence of the 
numerical procedure adopted and the probable 
maximum error in beam moments are also con-
sidered in this chapter. 
Having established the procedure for obtain-
ing beam moments in Chapter IV, the effect of 
v ariation of all parameters individually on the 
beam moments is studied in Chapter V. This 
study, combined with the approximate relation-
ships obtained in Chapter III, leads to a reduced 
number of effective parameters. 
The influence lines for moments in beams and 
the maximum moments for standard trucks are 
obtained in Chapter VI. The parameter combina-
tions for this purpose are based upon the results 
in Chapter V. The proposed simplified method of 
analysis for design moments is also presented in 
Chapter VI. 
Chapter VII is a summary of conclusions 
arrived at in this investigation. 
There are four appendices to this report. 
Appendix A explains the derivation of formulae 
for calculating torsional rigidity factors for non-
circular sections. Appendix B gives the digital 
computer program {without coding sheets) used 
for obtaining numerical results. A mathematical 
proof of the convergence of the beam-moments 
obtained, as explained in Chapter IV, is present-
ed in Appendix C. In Appendix D, the equations 
of Chapter II are derived alternatively by the ener-
gy method. 
Pfrang, E.0., and C.P. Siess. "Analytical Study of the Be-
havior of Lon g Restrained Reinforced Concrete Columns Sub-
jected w Eccentric Loads, " Civil Engineering Studies, Struc-
tural Research Series No. f14 , Jun e 1961. 216 pp. 123 figs. 
The purpose of this investigation has been to 
develop a method for studying the behavior of long 
eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete columns 
with rotational restraints at the ends, and to ob-
tain information as to the effect of several vari-
ables on this behavior and on the ultimate strength 
of the columns. In this study, the column and its 
adjoining members have been removed from the 
structure and have been simulated by an idealized 
model. The chosen model should approximate 
reasonably well the behavior of a column in a r eal 
structure. 
A computer program was developed to handle 
a complete range of variation of slenderness 
ratio, eccentricity of load, and end restraints. 
The master program is not limited to concrete 
columns, but is able to handle co lumns of any 
mate rial or cross section. Numerical solutions 
have been obtained for approximately three hun-
dred specific cases. The variables investigated 
included: slenderness ratio, ratio of maximum 
end eccentricity to depth of column, ratio of 
maximum to minimum end eccentricity, degree 
of end restraint, and per centage of r einfo r cement. 
CasiUas Garcia deLeon, J. , and C. P. Siess. "Comparativ0 
Stud1 es of Design Procedures for Two-Way Hein forcec! Con-
crete Slabs, " Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Research 
Series No. f l5, \l ay 1961 355 pp. -i:l figs . 47 tables. 
A comparative study was made in this investi-
gation of different design procedures for r ein -
forced-concrete slabs reinforced in tw o directions. 
The procedures considered were t hose included 
in t he 1956 e dition of the Building Code of the 
American Concrete I nsti t ute , to gether with the 
proposed Modified Elastic Theory method and the 
Newmark-Siess design procedure. In addition, as 
steps in the development of AC! Method 2 and the 
MET Method, respectively, the procedures of 
design recommended by Westergaard and by Mar-
cus were considered also. 
The comparisons made in this study were of 
three general types: {a) numerical comparisons 
of the design moments obtained by application of 
of the different methods to slabs with different 
conditions of restraint and different ratios of 
sides; {b) comparisons of the yield load capacities 
and the type of failure to be expected in slabs de-
signed according to the different methods; and {c) 
comparisons of the design philosophies on which 
the methods are based, and of the manner and 
extent to which the variables affecting the mo-
ments in a slab are taken into account in each 
method, 
Wiggins, J .H., Jr. "The Effect of Soft Surficial Layering on 
Earthquake Inten s ity," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural 
Research Series No. fl6, May 1961. 179 pp. 70 figs. 17 tabl es. 
This report describes the study of the in-
fluence of near surface soil and rock layers on 
intensity of motion with particular regard to 
structures in the vicinity of strong earthquakes. 
Pertinate elements of seismology, soil dynamics, 
and structural dynamics are incorporated in the 
study by reason of the interdependent nature of 
these topics. 
Corley, W.G., M.A. Sozen, and C.P. Siess. "The Eguivalent 
Frame Analysis for Reinforced Concrete Slabs," Civil Engi-
neering Studies, Structural Research Series No. 1!18, June 
1961. 166 pp. 62 figs. 18 tables. 
This study involves the quantitative compari-
son of moments in reinforced-concrete slabs as 
determined by the analysis of equivalent two-
dimensional elastic frames, by analysis based on 
the theory of flexure for plates, and by tests on 
both elastic and reinforced-concrete models. In 
the first portion of the investigation, moments 
determined from the analysis of equivalent frames 
are compared with the moments based on plate 
theory. Moments determined from plate theory 
included solutions by the use of finite difference 
methods and by the use of a double-infinite 
Fourier Series. These solutions included the 
following conditions: ( 1) a typical panel of an 
infinite array of uniformly loaded square panels 
supported on circular column capitals; (2) a 
typical panel of an infinite array of uniformly 
loaded square panels supported on square column 
capitals; ( 3) a typical panel of an infinite array of 
uniformly loaded rectangular panels supported on 
square column capitals; (4) a loaded panel of an 
infinite array of square panels with strip loading 
for maximum positive moments and supported on 
square column capitals; ( 5) a nine-panel structure 
supported on infinitely rigid square columns and 
having no edge beams ; and (6) a nine-panel struc-
ture supported on infinitely rigid square supports 
and having deep edge beams on two adjacent sides 
and shallow edge beams on the other two sides. 
These studies indicated that the ACI equiva-
lent frame analysis predicted moments which were 
lower than those obtained by plate theory. How-
ever, the comparisons showed that the frame 
analyses predicted the correct trend of the changes 
in the moments with the critical variables. On 
the basis of these comparisons, the properties of 
the hypothetical equivalent frame used in the two-
dimensional analysis were modified to yield mo-
ments in good agreement with those obtained by 
plate theory. 
In Chapter 6, moments obtained by the pro-
posed frame analysis are compared with those 
measured in tests on elastic and reinforced con-
crete models of slabs. 
Although a two-dimensional frame analysis 
should not be expected to give the exact moments 
in slabs, it does give values which are sufficiently 
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accurate for design purposes. The comparisons 
show that even though the moments obtained by 
the proposed frame analysis differ from measured 
moments at some sections, the agreement is gen-
erally good. In nearly every case, moments ob-
tained by the proposed frame analysis are in bet-
ter agreement with the measured moments than 
are those computed by the methods of the 1956 
ACI Code. 
On the basis of this investigation, the follow-
ing general conclusions are reached: ( 1) The 
present ACI Code frame analysis gives moments 
which are lower than either those obtained on the 
basis of plate theory or those measured in tests 
on models. (2) In the present frame analysis, the 
assumptions for stiffness over the supports are 
unrealistic. (3) An equivalent frame analysis can 
be used to calculate the moments at the design 
sections of a reinforced-concrete slab with recti-
linear panels . (4) The equivalent two-dimensional 
frame proposed in this report gives moments 
which compare well with the moments measured 
in tests on models. 
In Chapter 7 a numerical example is given in 
which the interior strip of the reinforced- concrete 
flat slab model is analyzed. This example illus-
trates how the proposed frame analysis can be 
applied to a typical strip of panels. 
Veletsos, A.S., and N.M. Newmark, "Effect of Inelastic Be-
havior on the Response of Simple Systems to Earthquake Mo-
tions," Civil Engineering Studies, Structural Re search 
Series No. 1!19, June 1961. 18 pp. 11 figs. 3 tables. 
The studies reported herein appear to indi-
cate that the response of elasto-plastic systems 
can be related to the response of corresponding 
elastic systems having the same initial slope of 
the load-deformation curve.. The maximum 
accelerations in the elasto-plastic systems, and 
consequently the design load factors for such 
systems, can be stated in terms of the corres-
ponding quantities for elastic systems multiplied 
by a reduction factor which is related to the de-
gree of plastic deformation which is permissible. 
If ductility factors of the order of magnitude of 
about four are used in the design, the design load 
factors are consistent with values approximately 
one-fourth those which are computed for elastic 
systems with moderate degrees of damping, and 
appear to be reasonably close to the values cur-
rently used in de sign, when one takes account of 
the relationship between working stresses and 
actual yield values. of mate rials. 
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Jennings, R.L., and N.M. Newmark, " Elastic Response of 
~lulti-Story Shear Beam Type Structures Subjected to Strong 
Ground ~lotion," Civil Engineering Studi es, Structural Re-
search Series No. 1!1!0, June 1961. 19 pp. 4 figs . 5 tables. 
The elastic response of a multiple degree of 
freedom system vibrating as a base excited sheal'-
beam is analyzed by superposition of normal 
modes. Absolute viscous damping is included in 
the theoretical treatment, both for modal analysis 
and for direct numerical integration of the govern-
ing equations of motion . The two methods of 
analysis are used to compute the undamped re-
sponse of three multi- story structures to 12 re -
corded earthq uakes. The results of the two meth-
ods are compared and conclusions drawn about 
the use of modal analysis to compute the maxi-
mum response of structures to time-varying 
ground displacements. 
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Sherwi n , C. IV . " Some Recent Experi menta l Tes ts of the ' Clock 
Paradox' ," Coordinated Science L aboratory Report 1- 94, July 5, 
1960. 21 pp. 
Rec e nt experiments by Pound and Rebka on 
the temperature dependence of the MC>ssbauer 
effect in F e 57, and by Ha5~ Schiffer, Cranshaw, 
and Eglestaff using an Fe absorber on a rotating 
drum are shown to prov ide the first direct experi-
mental verification of the time-keeping properties 
of a ccelerated clocks such as occur in the clas sic 
"cloc k paradox" of relativity. In the experiment 
by Pound and Rebka, the thermal vibrations of 
the lattice impart r o ot mean square (r. m. s.) 
v elocities of about 10-6c. and nearly continuous, 
randomly oriented a c celerations of the order of 
10 16 g. to both the source and the absorber nuclei. 
In the experiment by Hay, et al.the acceleration 
of the absorber was 6 x lOrg.-The photon pro-
vides continuous communication of time data be-
tween the two nuclei for the duration of the 
"journey" (the emission time of the quantum). 
In each case the observed fractional frequenc y 
shift f/f 0 which occurs between the source and 
the absorber is found to be -v~/zc2 = v~/zc2 , 
where v and v are the r.m.s . velocities of the 
source ind the 'ibsorber nuclei respectively. 
These results are in quantitative agreement with 
the generally accepted calculations for the " clock 
paradox", in which two clocks pursue independent 
paths (at least one of which involves accelerations) 
in a common inertial frame, but are compared at 
two or more points where they coincide in space 
30 
and time . The temperature-depe ndent experi-
m e nts al s o demonstrate that accelerations of the 
orde r of 1ol6g. arising from lattice vibrat inns 
produce no intrins ic frequency shift in Fe 57 nucle i 
to an accuracy exceeding 1 part in 1ol3 
Ell iott, B.D., W.W. L ichtenberger, and M. E . Suh re. "A Collec-
tion of General Uti li ty ILLIAC Routines and Sub-Routin es, " 
Coordinated Science L aboratory Report 1-95, Augus t 1960. 96 pp. 
During the past year a substantia l amount of 
analysi s and s imulation has been p e rformed b y 
p e r s onne l of the Adaptive Systems Group a t CSL 
using ILLIAC. Various routines and s ubroutines 
have been de ve loped during the course of the se 
studies. The purpose -of thi s report i s to c o n s oli-
date this information for conve nient us e b y CSL 
and University personnel. 
Some of the more general routines hav e bee n 
placed in the Digital Computer Library. The s e 
are identified in the de s cription. The r e m a inde r 
of this report consists of a colle c tion of d e s c rip-
tions of the v arious routine s. Tapes for all of the 
routines are also available. 
Sherwin , C. IV . "The Observation o f the Loren tz Contraction on a 
Pulsed Radar Sys tem, " Coordinated Science Laboratory Report 
1-96, Septem ber 7, 196 0. 7 pp. 1 fi g. 
Terrell has recently shown that a visual or 
photographic image of a rapidly mov ing object 
subtending a small solid angle from the p o int of 
observation will not show relative distortion in its 
shape arising from the Lorentz contraction. In 
contrast to this situation, we show that the image 
of a moving object as presented on the map, or 
plan position, display of a multiple- beam, puls e d 
radar system will show the Lorentz contraction 
along the direction of its motion, in addition to 
the distortions due to the finite transit time of 
light signals. 
Kearns, J. "A Logical Mode l of a Digital Computer," Coor-
dinated Science Laboratory Report l-97, September 15, 1960. 
40 pp. 
This paper is concerned with the duplication 
of the activity of a small digital computer by 
means of logical functions. The paper thus shows 
the logic embodied in different orders, and the 
logic of carrying out a complete program. The 
paper also de scribes what is involved in interpret,. 
ing the contents of a memory location as an order. 
Hicks, B.L. "Bibliographic Notes on Lightning," Coordinated 
Science Laboratory Report l-98, December 1960. 16 pp. 
A survey of recent literature on lightning 
research and related studies was undertaken at 
the Coordinated Science Laboratory. One pur-
pose of the survey is to find new data or theory 
which will clarify the similarities and dis simi-
larities between lightning discharges and intense 
beams of high- energy protons or electrons. 
Chalmers 1 treatise, "Atmospheric Electrici-
ty", lists about eighty references on lightning, 
none of them published later than March, 1956. 
This formal literature search was, therefore, 
begun for the year 19 55, in order to overlap 
Chalmers' Bibilography. Earlier papers are not 
listed. 
Because Physics Abstracts is the principal 
basis for this search the references were keyed 
to the Abstract Numbers. A card file was pre-
pared for relevant papers found in Physics Ab-
stracts from January 19 55 to September 19 60. 
Every paper on lightning in the stated period 
was listed on cards and also those papers in other 
areas that appeared to be relevant. 
One section of the file contains cards arranged 
by year and Abstract Number. On each of these 
cards appears also a complete abstract and litera-
ture reference. A second section of the card file 
is an author index, reference being made merely 
to Abstract Number and year. A third section 
amounts to a subject index. In this section there 
are nineteen subheadings that were chosen for 
lightning research. On the card for a given sub-
ject or subtopic appears all the relevant refer-
ences, listed by year and abstract number. Each 
paper was listed under two or more subject head-
ings in order to make it more probable that all 
papers relevant to any one subject would be listed 
'on a given subject card. 
The present Bibliographic Notes on Lightning 
are based on this card file of Physics Abstracts. 
The section "Bibliography" gives the author, title, 
and literature reference for each paper, papers 
being arranged according to Physics Abstract 
number and year. The next section, "Subject 
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Index", reproduces the information on the cards 
in our subject file. A few subcopies for which 
there are no references are listed in the "Subject 
Index" to show that no papers concerning these 
areas have appeared in Physics Abstracts after 
1954. 
These Bibliographic Notes are regarded as 
interim in nature because not all of the references 
have been evaluated and because the choice of the 
subject headings was based on the abstracts rath-
er than on the papers themselves. 
Divilbi ss, J. "A Logical Model for the Tran s fluxor ," Coor-
dinated Science Laboratory Report l-99, December 1960. 13 pp. 
11 figs. 
A number of papers dealing with transfluxors 
have stressed two properties that make this de-
vice attractive as a logical element . First of 
these properties is the isolation between input and 
output. This contrasts with the case of toroidal 
cores where all windings sense the same flux 
change and therefore cannot be independent. For 
such systems diodes are generally used to pro-
vide isolation and to determine the direction in-
formation will flow. The second property is that 
of allowing non-destructive interrogation of the 
core. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that by 
suitable arrangement of windings a useful third 
property may be gained. This property is the 
isolation between inputs and the capability of 
gating these independently. 
Cooper, D.H., and M. Raether. "A Possible Beam Plasma Ex-
periment," Coordinated Science Laboratory; Report l-100 
February 1961. 8 pp. 2 figs. ' 
The stability of relativistic high-density 
electron beams against long wave length perturba-
tions has been recently investigated by Ascoli and 
Rosenbluth. This memorandum reports a pre-
liminary investigation of some of the problems of 
designing an experiment to exhibit these insta-
bilities and check the validity of the theory. Such 
an experiment has been proposed by Willard 
Bennett of the Naval Research Laboratory. 
Voth, B. "Equipment Report on an MRO Quantized Video Pro-
cessor and Principal Delay Network," Coordinated Science 
Laboratory Report l-101, March 1961. 49 pp. 23 figs. 
In recent CSL reports it was suggested that 
a mechanized radar observer (MRO) be built that 
featured a multi-channel delay network utilizing 
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quartz delay lines as principal delay elements. 
In so doing, the MRO functions of weak target 
extraction, beam splitting, range splitting and 
buffer storage would be performed by circuitry 
of a fairly simple and economical nature. This 
report describes that circuitry, as realized which 
provides for the extraction of weak targets, and 
that circuitry which composed the multi-channel 
delay network. 
The particular objective of this report is to 
explain in detail the operation of the video proces-
sor and the multi-channel delay network. In 
reaching this objective, descriptions of circuit 
functions accompanied by block diagrams are 
given. The descriptions encompass circuit 
functions which seem to be individual in nature 
and are presented in an order which is thought 
to lead most easily to an understanding of the 
processor. That is, for example, pulse genera-
tion and frequency control begin the description, 
thereby giving a feeling for timing and delay help-
ful in the understanding of certain subsequently 
discussed circuitry. Also to facilitate the con-
tinuity of the discussion of individual circuits an 
abbreviated block diagram of the processor is 
shown. 
Bitzer, D., P. Braunfeld, and \V. \V. Lichtenberger. "Plato : An 
Automatic Teaching Device," Coordmated Science Laboratory 
Report 1-103, June 1961. 13 pp. 5 figs. 
'PLATO" (standing for Programmed Logic 
for Automatic Teaching Operations) is the name 
given to a teaching machine developed during the 
past nine months at the Coordinated Science 
Laboratory of the University of Illinois. It is a 
device for teaching a number of students individ-
ually by means of a single, central, general pur-
pose digital computer. Although a two-student 
version of the machine has recently been com-
pleted, this paper describes an earlier, single 
student machine. 
Lee, D., H. Tomaschke, and D. Alpert. "Adsorption of Molecular 
Gases on Surfaces and Its Effect on Pressure Measurement," 
Coordinated Science Laboratory Report 1-104, August 1961. 22 pp. 
8 figs. 
Measurements of the rate of adsorption of 
various molecular gases on clean metallic sur-
faces have been related to measured values for 
the pumping speeds of a well-outgassed ionization 
gauge. Estimates have been made of the nature 
and magnitude of errors in pressure measurement 
attributable to adsorption on the surfaces of ioni-
zation manometers. For some gases, such as 
nitrogen, the necessary correction is negligible; 
for others, such as carbon monoxide, the correc-
tion may be large and unpredictable. Experiments 
to detect surface ionization in a normally out-
gas sed Bayard-Alpert gauge have failed to yield 
a detectable effect, even when the electrodes have 
been subsequently saturated with carbon monoxide. 
In general ultrahigh-vacuum use, ionization 
manometers, whether for total or partial pres-
sures, properly measure the volume density with-
in the gauge. However, if the conductance to the 
system volume is small, the pressure within the 
gauge may not be identical to that in the system. 
Reasonable corrections can be made if the reac-
tions between gases and gauge surfaces are undeI>-
stood. 
Alpert, D. "Basic Vacuum Physics and Technology," Coordina-
ted Science Laboratory Report 1-105, June 1961. 30 pp. 14 figs. 
A number of problems relating to the pro-
duction and measurement of ultrahigh vacuum are 
described. To understand the observed phenome-
na, it is necessary to investigate in detail the 
interaction of atoms, molecules and, in some 
cases, electrons and ions with the vacuum sur-
faces. A survey of such surface reactions is made 
with an indication of needs for further basic re-
search. 
Measurements of the rates of adsorption of 
various molecular gases on clean metallic sur-
faces have been related to the operational charac-
teristics of a number of vacuum devices. In the 
attainment of very low pressures, some of the 
properties of recently developed pumps and traps 
are discussed in terms of the physical processes 
involved. In the field of pressure measurement, 
estimates have been made of the nature and mag-
nitude of errors in ionization manometers attri-
butable to gas adsorption on the gauge surfaces. 
Wishner, R.P. "On .Markov Processes in Control Systems " Coor-
dinated Science Laboratory Report R-116, June 1960. 101' pp. 
22 figs. 
It is shown that the theory of Brownian mo-
tion is applicable to solving for probability den-
sities in a class of nonlinear control systems 
when the disturbance input is white noise with a 
Gaussian probability density function . Attention 
is focused on first-order nonlinear systems. Only 
the case of zero input signal is treated in detail, 
but some generalizations are given. 
The Fokker-Planck equation whose solution 
is the transition probability density of the error 
signal in a nonlinear feedback control system is 
formulated. Analytical solutions are given for the 
case in which the compensating elements form a 
quantizer. The case for which the error detector 
saturates is shown to involve applying the bound-
ary conditions of reflecting barriers to the Fokker-
Planck equation. In order to treat more compli-
cated nonlinearities, a digital computer was used 
to solve the linear Fokker - Planck partial dif-
ferential equation. 
A radar tracking problem is also considered 
in which the radar system with noise is initially 
locked on to a target. Using the Fokker- Planck 
method, the analytical solution to the problem of 
the probability of losing the target in time t is 
given. Higher- order systems are also treated. 
An approximate solution to the probability-of-
loss problem in a second-order system i s carried 
out. Finally, a generalization is discussed in 
which some systems , which have non-white noise 
as their disturbance input, can be treated by the 
Fokker-Planck method. 
Huber, E.A. "A Meth<;>d of Ad aptive Control for High-Order Sys -
tems ," Coordinated Science Laboratory Report R-1 f 1, Augus t 
1960. 79 pp. 35 figs . 
A method of adaptive control is developed 
which is invariant regardless of the complexity 
of the system under control. The adaptive con-
trol system using this method is a modification 
of the M. I. T, model- reference system. It is 
assumed that the type of input signal is known 
and that it is a pulse or step function. The de-
sired state of the system under control is speci-
fied by the appropriate locations of its poles and 
zeros. Two identical cut-off networks are used 
whose impulse responses have minimum variance 
about the time of the maximum. One of these 
pulse-like outputs is used as a reference for 
error measurements. The other output is shown 
to be dispersed when the transfer function of the 
control system does not meet the specifications. 
The delay time and width of the response are used 
as measures of the dispersion, and the necessary 
adjustments are found from the evaluation of these 
two error measurements. 
The method is applied to a practical pitch-
rate control system which is essentially a fourth-
order system. In an experimental test of the 
theory, twelve applications of the input signal 
were required to set all four poles within a small 
specified area of the s plane from extreme initial 
positions. 
Lichtenberger, W.W . "The Identification of Linear Processes by 
Means of Correlating Filters, " Coordinated Science Laboratory 
Report R-Uf, December 1960. 81 pp. 27 figs. 
A method of determining the impulse response 
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of a linear system with a correlating filter is 
applied to process identification for adaptive con-
trol. Requirements on the filter characteristics 
arising from this application are discussed. To 
reduce the noise at the output of the filter, a 
method is proposed in which a number of tests 
are made in succession and the results of the 
tests are added together by a r e circulating delay 
line or similar device . Optimu. n design of the 
correlating filter and a test signal necessary in 
the scheme are determined on the basis of mini-
mum mean- square error of the estimate . The 
optimization of the number of tests included in a 
single measurement is described. 
The general results are applied to two ex-
amples. First, a known, slowly time-varying 
process is measured, Optimum design is given 
for this case, and curves showing the optimum 
number of tests for a special mode of time varia-
tion are included. Second, the problem of mea-
suring a member of an ensemble of fixed pro-
cesses is treated. The results of a digital com-
puter simulation are given. 
Another method of reducing output noise 
makes use of a constantly revised reference 
model. It is shown that this method is usually 
superior to the coherent integration scheme, but 
that the reference model does not always con-
verge to the correct state. Results of a digital 
computer simulation showing both good and poor 
convergence are given. Finally extensions to the 
multi-input, multi-output case together with some 
attendant complications are discussed . 
Rawcliffe, R.D. "Fina l Report on C.S. F. Storage Tubes, " Coo r-
dinated Science Laboratory Report R-1£3, February 23, 1961. 
21 pp. 6 figs. 
This report is a summary of re c ent work 
done on the development of low-noise, high-
resolution, linear storage tube s . Five years ago 
a contract was set up through 0. N. R. with the 
French Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie Sans 
Fil (CSF), to develop high resolution, low-noise 
storage tubes. Interest at that time was in using 
these tubes for MTI radar video processing. It 
was later decided that a storage tube could be 
used as a video integrator in a different applic a-
tion if it were equipped with an electron gun which 
had a linear characteristic. Earlier work had 
been done on linear guns for cathode-ray tube 
applications and so CSF was asked to modify their 
existing storage tube gun design to achieve a 
linear characteristic (beam current proportional 
to input signal). This turned out to be more 
difficult than anticipated. The tubes do not yet 
have all the desired characteristics. However, 
due to a change in the program at CSL, it was 
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decided to terminate this program. 
The work done by CSF has been summarized 
very well by final reports covering the two princi-
pal phases of the work, as well as by a number of 
quarterly progress reports. 
It is assumed that the reader has available 
the CSF reports, and is familiar with the design 
and operation of the TCM-16 and TCM-17 type 
tubes. 
As the processor imposed special require-
ments on the storage tube, it is first discussed 
briefly. The current state of these tubes is the n 
assessed, presenting data obtained at CSL where 
it supplements that in the CSF reports. 
Mayeda, W. "Synthesis of Threshold Network s by Alogic 
Functions ," Coordinated Science Laboratory Report R-1 £4, 
March 1961. 27 pp. 9 figs. 
By the use of functions called alogic functions 
consisting of logic operations as well as algebraic 
operations, the synthesis of threshold or majority 
networks becomes simple especially for the reali-
zation of a switching function by a single threshold 
or a single majority element. The first section 
introduces a particular threshold element called a 
W-element and shows that W-elements and scalar 
multipliers are sufficient to represent any thres-
hold or majority networks. 
The second section shows the properties of 
alogic functions and clarifies that the synthesis of 
threshold or majority networks is equivalent, to 
obtain a suitable alogic function from a switching 
function. 
The third section gives a rather simple meth-
od for the realization of a switching function by a 
single threshold or a single majority element. 
An-dimensional cube associated with n switch-
ing variables and n-1 dimensional hyper-planes 
has been used by others for the investigation of the 
properties of threshold or majority elements. In 
the last section, it is shown that an alogic function 
of the form ~ oci xi -k represents and n-1 dimen-
sional hyper-plane. 
The extension of applications of alogic func-
tions to synthesis of sequential circuits is promis-
ing. 
Miyata , F. "A Note on a Method of Determining Pertinent Aug-
mentation of Polynomials ," Coordinated Science Laboratory Re-
port R-H5, March 1961. 14 pp. 1 table . 
Miyata's method on synthesis of driving point 
impedances brought about the problem of deter-
mining pertinent augmentation of polynomials. On 
this point D . A. Calahan has offered one method . 
This report describes an additional method whic h 
avoids the use of the zeros of the original poly-
nomials required in Calahan' s method. 
Nordsieck, A. "On Numerical Integration of Ordinary Differen-
tial Equations," Coordinated Science Laboratory Report R-1 £7 
May 1961. 52 pp. 2 figs. 6 tables. ' 
A reliable, efficient general-purpose method 
for automatic digital computer integration of sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations is described. 
The method operates with the current values of 
the higher derivatives of a polynomial approxi-
mating the solution. It is thoroughly stable under 
all circumstances, incorporates automatic start-
ing and automatic choice and revision of elemen-
tary interval size, approximately minimizes the 
amount of computation for a specified accuracy of 
solution, and applies to any system of differential 
equations with derivatives continuous or piece-
wise continuous with finite jumps. ILLIAC library 
sub-routine #F7, University of Illinois Digital 
Computer Laboratory, is a digital computer pro-
gram applying this method. 
Mareda , W. "On Oriented Communication Nets," Coordinated 
Science Laboratory Report R-1£8, June 1961. 24 pp. 7 fi gs. 
This paper gives the solution to an important 
problem associated with an oriented communica-
tion net which is to obtain the maximum number 
of different values of terminal capacities in the 
net . Tang and Chien give an interesting condition 
for realizability of terminal capacity matrices of 
oriented communication nets. This paper shows 
that this condition is not sufficient . 
A sufficient condition for realizability of ter-
minal capacity matrices of oriented communica-
tion nets is given which is more general than the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the non-
oriented communication net. The net whose ter-
minal capacity matrix satisfies the above suffi-
cient condition can have at most Z(v-1) different 
terminal capacities where v is the number of 
vertices in the net. Notice that there are at most 
v-1 different terminal capacities in a non-oriented 
communication net. 
'f 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
The varied work in Electrical Engineering is very often publish-
ed in departmental reports. As many of these reports as are 
conclusive in nature have been included here. As far as pos-
sible they are listed according to the laboratory section in 
which they were written. Electrical Engineering projects in the 
Digital Computer Lal}oratory have also been listed in this sec-
tion. Otlier work is printed in professional publications. 
Mayes, P.E. and R.L. Carrel. "Logarithmically Periodic Reson-
ant -V Arrays," Electrical En¢neering Research Laboratory, 
Antenna Laboratory, Contract No. AF33(616)-6079, Technical 
Report No. 47, July 15, 1960. 56 pp. 31 figs. 3 tables. 
A method of achieving higher directivity 
from log-periodic arrays of resonant elements is 
described. The possibility of using a log-periodic 
dipole array at higher frequencies by employing 
the higher order resonances of the dipoles was 
postulated and verified by measurement. The 
sidelobes in the radiation pattern of the linear 
elements at the higher resonances are reduced by 
forming V-shaped elements. Directivities of 17 
db and more over an isotropic radiator have been 
estimated from the radiation patterns measured 
in the higher order modes. 
Lo, Y. T. "A Study of Chromatic Aberration of a Coma-Corrected 
Zoned Mirror," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, 
Antenna Laboratory, Technical Report No. 48, Contract AF33 
(616)-6079, 29 pp. 11 figs. 
In a previous report (Technical Report No. 
40, July 1959, Contract AF33(616)-6079, Elec-
trical Engineering Research Laboratory, Antenna 
Laboratory) the properties of a coma-corrected 
zoned mirror were investigated by diffraction 
theory. In the present report the image pattern 
deterioration due to chromatic aberration is 
studied. The purpose of this report is to supple-
ment some of the information on that point which 
is not found in the previous report. 
MacPhie, R.H. "Evaluation of Cross-Correlation Methods in the 
Utilization of Antenna Systems," Electrical Engineerinfl_ Re-
search Laboratory, Antenna Laboratory, Contract AF33(616)-6079, 
Technical Report No. 49, January 25, 1961. 44 pp. 7 figs. 
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The theory of the cross-correlation of signals 
of two or more antennas to produce antenna pro-
duct patterns is reviewed and presented in a gen-
eralized form. The problem of distortion of am-
plitude modulation by the multiplicative processes 
is considered and a system to remove this dis-
tortion by filtering is proposed. An analysis is 
made of the correlation system output when in the 
presence of a primary desired signal there is a 
secondary interfering signal incident on the an-
tenna system from a different direction. It is 
shown that the rejection of this interference does 
not depend entirely on the product pattern itself. 
Indeed, if the interfering signals amplitude is 
relatively low, the interference in the system 
output is determined mainly by a low-level inter-
ference pattern which is essentially the sum of 
the factor patterns of the individual antennas 
rather than their product. Some ostensibly good 
product patterns have associated with them very 
poor low-level interference patterns. The analy-
sis considers the generalization to more than one 
interfering signal and more than one pattern 
multiplication as well as the effect of time aver-
aging (filtering) which is sometimes possible, for 
example, in the case of radio astronomy. 
Use is made of the negative sidelobes of the 
product pattern to suppress the integrated effect 
of average background noise. It is shown that for 
any arbitrary noise background with the signal 
known: to be absent the time average of the total 
contribution of this noise in the system output can 
be reduced to zero. Then when th! signal is trans-
mitted its time averaged effect alone will be ob-
served in the system output. It is assumed that 
the noise from any given direction is a quasi-
stationary random process which is statistically 
independent of the noise from any other direction. 
A discussion of the noise limitation on the 
formation of arbitrary patterns from a two-
element array by means of multiplicative opera-
tions is presented and it is shown that any back-
ground noise will generally cause a shift in the 
apparent direction of arrival of the signal as 
"seen" by the two-element product pattern. The 
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formation of an arbitrary pattern from this basic 
two-element pattern with its error due to the 
shifting action of the noise does nothing to reduce 
this error, Rather, it only serves to emphasize 
the apparent direction of arrival of the signal and 
if the noise is relatively large the error between 
the apparent direction and the true direction can 
be consideral:le. 
Mittra, R. "On the Solution of a Class of Dual Integral Equa-
tions," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Antenna 
Laboratory, Contract AF33(616)-6079, Technical Report No. 51, 
13 pp. 
This paper discusses the solution of a class 
of a dual integral equations which appear in the 
formulation of electrostatic and electromagnetic 
boundary value problems possessing circular 
symmetry. Two classes of equations are des-
cribed out of which the first one admits a closed-
form solution. A Fredholm's equation of the sec-
ond kind is derived for the second class and 
iterative means of solution are suggested. Some 
particular advantages of the formulation are 
pointed out. 
Carrel, R.L. "Analysis and Design of the Log-Periodic Dipole 
Antenna," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Antenna 
Laboratory, Contract AF33(616)-6079, Technical Report No. 52, 
197 pp. 100 figs. 6 tables. 
A mathematical analysis of the logarithmi-
cally periodic dipole class of frequency indepen-
dent antennas, which takes into account the mu-
tual coupling between dipole elements, is de-
scribed. The input impedance, directivity, and 
bandwidth, as well as the input current and volt-
age of the several elements, are calculated. A 
new concept, the bandwidth of the active region, 
is formulated and is used to relate the size and 
operating bandwidth of the antenna. The limiting 
values of the various paramenters that describe 
the antenna are explored. The results from the 
mathematical model are shown to be in good 
agreement with measurements. A step by step 
procedure is presented which enables one to de-
sign a log-periodic dipole antenna over a wide 
range of input impedance, bandwidth, directivity, 
and antenna size. 
Mittra, R. "A Study of the Non-Uniform Conveq~ence of the In-
verse of a Doubly-Infinite Matrix Associated with a Boundary 
Value Problem in a Waveguide," Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory, Antenna Laboratory, Contract AF33(616)-6079, 
Technical Report No. 53, 21 pp. 1 fig. 1 table. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show in the 
first instance that for a particular doubly infinite 
set of equations associated with the bifurcation 
problem in a waveguide , there is a conditional 
convergence of the solution, meaning that the so-
lution converges to a different set of answers for 
every different choice of the ratio C = P/Q. P 
and Q are the numbers of equations from the first 
and second set, respectively, out of the doubly 
infinite set of equations. These equations for the 
bifurcation problem have been obtained by Hurd 
and Gruenberg, who have also presented an exact 
solution of the infinite set through the use of 
calculus of residues, The above set, because it 
has a known solution, is particularly suited for 
our purpose which is to demonstrate by inverting 
several finite size matrices that there results a 
conditional convergence when P+«> and Q-+e>o • 
Furthermore, we are also able to find the ratio 
of P/Q which yields the correct answer in the 
limit. 
In the second part of this paper we present a 
theoretical basis for choosing the correct ratio of 
P/Q when working with a truncated set. With this 
choice, when the size of the set is increased in-
definitely while keeping the ratio C constant, the 
solution does converge to the correct answer. It 
is shown through the study of the asymptotic be-
havior of the higher order unknown coefficients 
and the application of the edge condition, why only 
an unique choice of the ratio would make the so-
lution asymptotically tend to the correct one and 
why otherwise an incorrect solution will result. 
Deschamps, G.A. "Refractive Index for Plane Wave Propagation 
in a Loss less Magneto-Ionic Medium," Electrical Engineering 
Research Laboratory, Antenna Laboratory, Contract AF19(604)-
5565, Scientific Report No. 2, July 15, 1960. 22 pp. 13 figs. 
This is a second report dealing with the eval-
uation of the dielectric constant and refractive 
index corresponding to plane waves propa-gating 
in a magneto-ionic medium. While the first re-
port gave constructions for these parameters in 
the case of longitudinal and transverse propaga-
tion in a lossy medium, the present one deals 
with the case where the losses are negligible but 
where the angle between the direction of propaga-
tion and the magnetic field is arbitrary. 
The notations are the same as in the first 
report; the results are displayed on the circular 
chart introduced in that report. However, since 
the losses are zero, the refractiv'e index is either 
real or pure imaginary and is represented by a 
point on the circle C, rim of the chart . 
Deschamps , G.A. "Polarization of Characteristic Waves in a Mag-
neto-Ionic Medium," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, 
Antenna Laboratory, Contract AF19(604)-5565, March 15, 1961. 
27 pp. 16 figs. 
The polarization of a plane wave propagating 
through a homogeneous magnetoionic medium in 
a given direction can be obtained from Appleton-
Hartree equations. It is shown that the point 
representing this polarization on the Poincare 
sphere describes simple curves when the basic 
parameters are varied. If these curves are 
drawn on a map of the Poincare sphere a con-
venient method results for evaluating the charac-
teristic polarizations for any conditions in the 
medium or conversely for deducing the properties 
of the medium from the observed polarizations. 
Special cases are discussed in terms of this rep-
resentation. 
Babcock, M.L., H. Von Foerster, et al. "Some Principles or Pre-
organization in Setr-Organizing Systems," Electrical Enqi,neering 
Research Laboratory, Biological Computer Laboratory, Contract 
Nonr 1834(21), Technical Report No. 2, June 24, 1960. 110 pp. 
37 figs. 
The main theme of this report is a particular 
facet of the general problem of pre-organization 
in self-organizing systems, namely, the theory 
and circuitry of information processing networks. 
Topics discussed in this report include the 
following : property detector nets and fields; 
connection possibilities and distinguishable stimu-
lus patterns in cellular layers; some notes on the 
synthesis of property filters; resolution and cir-
cuitry of non-sequential property filters; and 
property filtration in the organisms. 
A brief summary of some of the ideas which 
developed during the last six months in connection 
with the work on biological computers is included. 
Although almost none of the ideas presented in 
this report have been pursued to a state which 
could be considered as final, nor can it be 
claimed that the problems connected with these 
ideas are exhaustively treated, nevertheless it 
was felt that--in spite of the almost explosive 
state of affairs in this field--a brief pause for 
stock-taking should be made. 
It is hoped that some of these embryonic 
ideas may stimulate further work in the applica-
tion of differential geometry, logical calculus, 
combinatorial analysis and network circuitry to 
the sheer inexhaustible problem of information 
reducing networks. 
Mullin, A.A. "The Present Theory or Switching and Some or Its 
Future Trends," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, 
Biological Computer Laboratory, Contract Nonr 1834(21), Jilly 8, 
196 0. 27 pp. 18 figs. 
This paper in concerned with some currently 
important mathematical aspects of switching 
theory. The material includes a discussion of 
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classical theory, stochastic theory, and future 
trends. A selected bibliography completes this 
report. 
Mullin, A.A. "Some Logico-Philosophical Comments on Selr-Or-
ganizing Systems," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory 
B_iological Computer Laboratory, Contract Nonr 1834(21), Tech-' 
meal Report No. 5, November 10, 1960. 11 pp. 1 rig. 
This paper deals with the application of some 
contemporary analytic theories to a study of self-
organizing systems. In particular, some results 
of basic research into a relation between experi-
ments and their models are given. Also a rela-
tive anticlosu·re property of general algebraic 
systems is dealt with. This work should be use-
ful in determining variety associated with cyber-
netical systems that appear in a study of self-
organizing systems. 
The last two sections of the paper point-up a 
need for a more adequate errorology and rela-
tionelogy. The use of recursive function theory 
in a study of complex logical systems is noticed. 
Lorgren , L. "Qualitative Limits for Automatic Error Correction-
Sel~-Repair," Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Bio-
logical Computer Laboratory, Contract Nonr 1834(21) Technical 
Report No. 6, June 21, 1961. 70 pp. 13 figs. ' 
In summary, we have defined errors as de-
viations from an error-free behavior for which 
we have hypothesized a deterministic behavior. 
We have defined a deterministic behavior so as 
to give a reasonable chance for such systems to 
exist as physical systems, and still be consistent 
with some common aspects of determinism. A 
classification of errors has been obtained by 
denial of the definition of determinism. We have 
arranged component errors in the following se-
quences : (a) temporary errors distributed over 
part of the system, (b) temporary errors distri-
buted over all active parts of the system ( c- net) 
including the release mechanism, (d) stationary 
transfer-errors distributed over all active parts 
of the system (c-net) including the whole replace-
ment mechanism, (e) stationary errors distribu-
ted over all active parts of a g- system including 
the release mechanism. In this sequence, per-
fect reliability is only possible for (a) and {b), 
for (a) with a redundancy less than 1 (the Com-
munication case), for (b) with a redundancy equal 
to 1 (the computation case). For (c) and (e) only 
a finite increase of the over all lifetime of the 
system is possible. For (d) (compare Figure 12) 
no uniform error correction is possible (a certain 
increase of the lifetime is however possible even 
in this case because the probability p of a error 
in a component is defined with respect to the 
I 
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actuations of the component, and the replacement 
actuations are less frequent than the normal 
actuations). 
\'on Foers ter, H. "Mitotic Indices of Dividing and Differentiating 
Cells," Electrical Engine ering Research Laboratory, Biological 
Computer Laboratory, Grant c-4044, Report No. 3, February 1961. 
112 pp. 29 fi gs . 9 tables. 
Several experimental methods are in exist-
ence which permit the observation of the mitotic 
activity of certain cell lines in the human bone 
marrow. The considerations dealt with in this 
report are intended to aid the experimenter in 
deriving quantitative conclusions of his observa-
tions, to indicate pos s ible limitations of present-
day models and to suggest new experiments which 
may, eventually, overcome these limitations. 
Yau, S.S. "A Generalization of the Out-Set for Application to 
Communication Nets." Electrical Engineering Re search Labora-
tory, Circuit Theory Group, Contract No. DA-11-022-0RD-1983, 
Interim Technical Report No. 19, May 25, 1961. 99 pp. 18 fi gs. 
2 tables. 
The usual definition of a cut- set in graph 
theory is extended to include both vertices and 
branches. This generalized cut-set is then 
classified in three categories. Properties of the 
three different classes are found and the relation-
ship among them established. In the applications 
to communication nets, it is shown that all neces-
sary cut- sets can be obtained from the incidence 
matrix or connection matrix. A simple method 
of generating these cut- sets based on the relation-
ship among three different classes of cut- sets is 
derived. 
The generalized concept of the cut- set is 
applied to the analysis of the capacity, sensi-
tivity and reliability of communication nets. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix 
to be realizable as a terimal capacity matrix of 
a communication net is given. A method of 
synthesis of a communication net is developed 
satisfying not only the specification of a terimal 
capacity matrix but also certain restrictions on 
the topological structure deftned by a connection 
matrix and the sensitivity requirement with re-
spect to any branch. 
Calahan , D. \. "Transfer Function Synthes is Based on Cascaded 
RC and RL etworks ," Electrical Engineering Research Labora-
tory, Circuit Theory Group, Contract No. AF49(6 38)-63, Techni-
cal Note No. 15, September 1, 1960. 123 pp. 35 fig s. 2 tabl es. 
A method of partitioning transfer functions 
into RC and RL subnetwork functions is developed. 
It is shown that the poles of any transfer function 
realizable by cascaded RC and RL subnetworks 
are restricted by the condition ~ arg s. "- 1! 
where the - s. are the upper half plane ~o-mJlex 
poles . Suffictent conditions are derived for the 
realization of any transfer function in the RC-RL 
form. A procedure is also developed for maximi--
zation of the gain constant of certain classes of 
transfer functions when realized by this model. 
An active network structure, first proposed 
by Horowitz and consisting of RC networks cas-
caded with an inverter (gyrator), is shown to 
have transfer functions similar to the RC-RL 
passive model when both are written in terms of 
subnetwork functions. The realizability condi-
tions derived for the latter are applied to the 
active model. In addition, the sensitivity of the 
transfer function poles to changes in the inverter 
is studied. A partitioning procedure is developed 
which simultaneously minimizes sensitivity at 
all poles. It is shown that this minimum pole 
sensitivity to the active element is always less 
than that obtainable by other active models involv-
ing partitioning into positive and negative RC sub-
network functions. Examples are given to illus-
trate the theory. 
Young, J.R. "Synthes is of RC Lad der Networks with Spec ifi ed 
Driving-P oint and Transfer Fun ctions, " Electrical Engineering 
Re search Laboratory, Circuit Th eory Group, Contract No . . \ F49 
(638)-63, Techni cal Note No. 16, September 9, 1960. 71 pp. 
23 fi gs. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are 
stated for the realizability of the short- circuit 
admittance functions and the open- circuit imped-
ance functions of high-pass and low-pass simple 
RC ladders. Synthesis of these simple RC lad-
ders is accomplished through the use of formulas 
which simultaneously reduce both driving- point 
functions and the transfer function . It is shown 
that double zeros of tJ. and~ 1122 occur when the 
open- circuit impedance functions or the short-
circuit admittance functions, respectively, have 
noncompact poles. Finally, the Fialkow-Gerst 
coefficient conditions and the residue condition 
are shown to be sufficient for the realization of 
the short- circuit admittance functions or the open-
circuit impedance functions of a low-pass or high-
pass modified simple RC ladder. Shunt resistors 
or capacitors are added to the conventional low-
pas s or high-pass simple ladder to form a modi-
fied ladder. 
Topological analysis of a symmetrical ladder 
network is used to relate the Fialkow-Ger st co-
efficient conditions and the residue condition. 
The formulas used in the synthesis of high-pass 
and low-pass simple ladders are applied to the 
synthesis of symmetrical ·band-pass ladder net-
works. These band-pass ladder networks have 
zeros of transmission at zero and infinite fre-
quency. 
A band-pass ladder network, having zeros 
of transmission at zero and infinite frequency, is 
c onstructed by connecting a high-pass ladder and 
a low-pass ladder in cascade. It is shown, 
through the use of partitioning formulas, that 
the cascade connection of these simple ladders is 
a compact network. 
A scheme is described for decomposing a 
band-pass specification so that it may be realized 
by the cascading of the two types of simple RC 
ladders. The maximum gain of the cascade con-
nection is realized by locating all poles of the 
low-pass subnetwork between the origin of the 
s-plane and the poles of the high-pass subnetwork. 
The gain constant of the cascade connection de-
pends on the nature of the driving-point functions 
of the c omponent ladders at the joining terminals. 
These driving-point functions are specified so 
that maximum gain is obtained. 
Necessary and suffi c ient conditions are 
stated for the realizability of the short-circuit 
admittance functions of two special band-pass 
ladder s . General band-pas s specifications are 
approximated by cascade connections of high-pass 
and low-pass simple RC ladders. The cascade 
connection realizes the transfer function exa c tly 
and approximates the specified driving-point 
functions. The residue in a given pole of a driv-
ing-point function of the realization can be ad-
j usted ove r a wide range of values when the pole 
lies between at least one pole of the low-pass 
s ubnetwork and the origin of the s-plane. Less 
control of a residue value is possible if the pole 
lies beyond all poles of the low-pass subnetwork. 
Mars ha ll, T .C., R.A. Kawcyn, and L . Gold s tein. "Experim ental 
Study o f the Diamagn e ti sm of the El ectron Gas in Gaseous 
Plasmas with El ectron and Nucle ar Spin Reso nan ce Techniques, " 
Electrical En!line ering Res earch L aborato ry , Gaseous Elec-
tronics Se ction, Contra ct AF19(604)- 2152, Sci entifi c Re port No. 
8, November 1, 1960. 183 pp. 75 fi gs . 
The diamagnetism of gaseous plasmas is 
studied both theoretically and experimentally in 
this work. The theoretical section contains a 
critique of the several "diffusion" theories of 
plasma diamagnetism. Attention has been focused 
on the quantum-mechanical aspects of the prob-
lem, which helped clarify certain theoretical 
issues. It is shown that for strong magnetic 
fields plasma diamagnetism is not critically de-
pendent on diffusion processes in the discharge, 
but rather results from an uncompensated micro-
scopic current owing to non-equilibrium phe-
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nomena. A theoretical expression for M, the 
magnetic moment per unit volume of the plasma, 
is developed. 
Experimentally, the diamagnetism of active 
discharge plasmas was observed by allowing the 
local magnetic field from an active plasma to 
influence the spin resonance absorption frequency 
of a foreign substance located near the plasma. 
This local field originates in the rotary motion 
of the plasma charges, and is not caused by the 
macroscopic discharge tube current . 
Experiments performed on low pressure 
mercury vapor discharge plasmas using an elec-
trom spin resonance in DPPH (diphenyl picryl 
hydrazyl) as a gauss meter showed that the dis-
charge magnetization was linear in the magnetic 
field for very weak fields, and maximized near 
50 gauss with M = -. 03 to-. 06 erg/cm3-gauss, 
depending on the discharge c urrent. This agree s 
with the predictions of the theoretical formula 
for M given above. Pulsed Langmuir probe 
measurements to the electronic energy were in 
good agreement with that predicted from this 
equation. 
Observation of the phase change in the Lar-
mer precession of protons in a very homog e neous 
s tro ng magnetic field ( 1000-4000 gauss), revealed 
a considerable diamagnetism in a modified P. I. G. 
(Phillips Ionization Gauge) pulsed discharge 
plasma. This sensitive nuclear resonance gauss-
meter technique permitted the observation of 
plasma diamagnetism to be deferred until the 
active discharge had terminated. The plasma 
diamagnetism was a linear function of the dis-
charge power consumption. The largest diamag-
netism occurred in an Argon discharge, with 
M = -0. 32 erg/cm3 gauss at 1600 gauss, hence 
(nkT ) =500 ergs/cm3. Additional data was 
colle~t~cf~or Neon and Helium, in the pressure 
range from 0. 010 to 1. 0 mm. The magnetization 
was found to have roughly an H- l dependence on 
magnetic field. Measurements of the electron 
concentration and temp e rature indicated electron-
ic temperatures of about 50, 000 to 100, 000° K. 
and charge concentrations of up to 5 x 10 13 elec-
trons/ cm3 were achieved. 
Irradiation of the active discharge with a 
high intensity microwave beam (70 watts, 4550 
me I sec i tuned to the electron gyrofrequency 
caused an increase of energy density of several 
ergs/cm3 in the plasma. Detection of the effect 
relied on the displacement of the proton spin 
resonance due to the change in local field from 
the discharge; the sensitivity of this technique is 
estimated to be one part in 106. The microwave 
method of increasing the energy density in DC 
plasmas by resonance absorption was found to be 
several times as efficient as the conventional DC 
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current means for active discharges having ini-
tially low energy densities. Additional experi-
mental information on the nature of very narrow 
electronic cyclotron resonances in a plasma at 
low gas pressure was gathered. 
Takeda, S., M. Roux, and K. Rose. "Investigation of Microwave 
Duplexer Switching Mechanisms," Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory, Gaseous Electronics Section, Contract DA-
36-039-SC-78313, Quarterly Progress Report No. 5, July 15, 1960. 
31 pp. 13 figs. 1 table. 
Under Task A, the calculation derived in the 
previous report is refined in order to take into 
account the non-negligible effect of the glass tube 
containing the high density plasma. The guided 
propagation of the wave is also considered. Ex-
periments performed in a high density plasma 
show a good agreement between the calculated 
and the measured phase shifts produced by the 
complex reflection coefficient of that pla sma. 
The heat conduction of a preionized plasma 
column is tentatively used to detect the passage 
of a shock wave at some distance from the point 
of observation and possibly measure the tempera-
ture of the electrons in its front. The shock 
wave (or heating discharge) produces in the after-
glow of the plasma column a quenching of the light, 
which is detected by a photomultiplier. The ex-
periments are performed in a straight and in a 
T- shaped tube, in which the preinnization and the 
heating discharges are fired at known delayed 
times between various electrodes. Quenching 
and excitation due to the shock wave are observed, 
influences of the discharge polarity and non-fully 
understood effects are reported. It is noted that 
the preionization and the heating discharges can 
not be spacially isolated. 
Under Task B research on semiconductor be-
havior in high-level microwave fields was con-
tinued using resonant cavity techniques at eight 
millimeter wave-lengths. Transmission measure-
ments have been made at temperatures between 
the boiling point of liquid nitrogen and room tem-
perature. In general, the results are as expected 
showing an increase in the "hot electron" effect 
at lower temperatures. Theoretical calculations 
of the "hot electron" effect have also been started 
ibid. Quarterly Progres s Report No. 6, October 15, 1960. 6 pp. 
Under Task A, it is proposed to study shock 
wave production in gases by high level r. f. waves. 
The preliminary work required by the use of the 
high power S-band magnetron is reported. The 
type of measurements to be performed and the 
possible experimental conditions are discussed. 
Under Task B, the low temperature measure-
ments that were begun in the past quarter have 
been continued in this quarter with samples 
l 300pSi- l and l 300pSi- 2. The experimental 
errors mentioned in the previous report have been 
corrected and a detailed error analysis is being 
made for the experiment. 
i bid. Quarterly Progress Report No. 7, January 15, 1961. 26 pp. 
10 figs. 1 table. 
Under Task A, the first coherent results on 
wave propagation in the afterglow of a plasma 
(Neon; 0. 7 to 17. 5 mm Hg), built up by high pow-
er, S-band, microwave puls es, are reported. 
This plasma is contained in a sealed glass tube 
of 5. 5 mm. internal diameter, partly introduced 
through a small hole into an S- band waveguide 
and with its axis parallel to the microwave E-
field. By photomultiplier observation of the light 
in the afterglow, the propagation of two waves 
along the plasma column has been detected. Their 
speed is constant over a distance of 45 mm. out-
side the waveguide and is very close to the sound 
wave velocity in Neon at room temperature. The 
dependence of this wave propagation on the tube 
penetration into the waveguide and on the applied 
incident microwave power is reported. 
Under Task Ba report summarizing the 
measurements made with the resonant cavity 
technique for studying deviations from Ohm 1 s 
law in high resistivity semiconductors has been 
prepared and is reviewed in this report. An in-
vestigation is being made of the possibility of pro-
ducing avalanche breakdown with microwave fields 
in narrow energy gap semiconductors. Some con-
clusions resulting from a survey of the literature 
in this field are presented. 
ibid. Quarterly Progress Report No. 8, April 15, 1961. 24 pp. 
8 figs . 3 tables. 
Under Task A, the study of perturbations, 
produced in noble gases, following a high power 
RF breakdown ( 1 usec. long) of the gas at the end 
of a glass tube inserted in the waveguiding sys-
tem, has been pursued under different conditions 
of pressure, type of gas, R. F. power and tube 
geometry. The propagation velocity of these per-
turbations is observed to be nearly independent 
on the gas pressure, the RF power level and the 
geometry of the tube subjected to the RF pulse, 
but to greatly vary with the type of gas. This 
velocity is found to be close to the velocity of the 
sound in the particular gas under consideration 
at room temperature. Therefore these perturba-
tions are identified with sound waves, the ve locity 
of which being modified by the (enhanced) gas 
temperature. Other perturbations, detecte d at 
identical times over long distances along the tube , 
are believed to belong to cylindrical sound waves 
oscillating between the axis and the walls of the 
tube. 
Under Task B, preliminary calculations have 
been made which demonstrate the possibility of 
microwave transmission through thin sheets of 
indium antimonide using quarter-wavelength die-
l ec tric sheets to match the sample to the wave-
guide. Estimates are made of the peak electric 
field obtainable in material of a particular resis-
tivity. A thin sheet of indium antimonide has been 
mounted between ceramic blocks in preparation 
for measurement and section of waveguide suitable 
for the measurements has been prepared . 
Rose, K. "A Mi crowave Techniqu e for the Study of Deviat ions 
from Ohm's Law in High Resistivity Semiconductors," Electrical 
Engineering Research Laboratory, Gaseous Electronics Section, 
Contract o. AF49(638)-417, Technical Report No. 4, J anuary 
1961. 109 pp. 37 figs. 
The development of a microwave technique 
for the study of deviations from Ohm's law in 
high resistivity semiconductors is presented in 
this report. In this technique a high level micro-
wave field is used to produce the deviations as 
well as measure them . A semiconductor sample 
is placed in a resonant cavity and the conductivity 
of the sample is inferred from measurements of 
transmission through the cavity. Preliminary 
measurements on samples of high resistivity sili-
con at temperatures down to the boiling point of 
liquid nitrogen are reported. The results of these 
measurements indicate that the technique in its 
prese nt form is applicable to semiconductors with 
resistivities up to 600 ohm-cm . 
Gaddy, 0. L., and D.F. Holshouser. "Analys is of Dynamic 
Crossed-Field Electron Multiplication," Electrical Engi-
neering Research L aboratory, Optical Electronics Section, 
Con tract AF49(638)-556, Technical Note No. 1, 158 pp. 
44 figs. 
Intensification of an electron stream by sec-
ondary electron multiplication may be divided 
into two general categories for the purpose of 
comparison. The most familar of these two in-
cludes static electron multiplication schemes in 
which static electric or magnetic fields or both 
are used to direct the electron stream from one 
secondary emission electrode to another. 
The second general category contains scheIIEs 
which utilize time varying fields to direct the 
electron streams. Several such schemes have 
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been derived from the multipactor effect, a dy-
namic electron multiplic ation process . 
This report des c ribes a new m e thod of sec-
ondary electron multiplication which fits into the 
sec ond category, since dynamic electric fields 
are utilized as in the multipac tor . In thi s multi-
plication process, as in the multipactor, the 
electrons are phase focused, thus minimizing the 
spread in electron transit time c harac teri s ti c of 
electrostatic multiplication. Unlike the multi-
pac tor proce ss , the number of multiplication steps 
are precis ely controlled and an output current 
proportional to the input c urrent can be obtaine d. 
Thi s report i s limited to the analysis of this new 
electron multiplication system, although experi-
mental ve rification of the predicted operation of 
the system has already been obtained. The ex-
perimental work will be desc ribed in detail in a 
later r e port after more complete experimental 
evidence has been obtained. 
Engelhardt, A.G . "Dispers ion of Jon Cyclotron Waves in Mag-
netoplasmas, " Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, 
Optical Electronics Section, Contract No. AF33(616)-7960, 
May 15, 1961. 130 pp. 15 figs. 
This work is a theoretical investigation of 
the dispersion of electromagnetic waves in an 
infinite, uniform, completely ionized, isothermal, 
deuterium plasma; the wave frequ e ncy is close to 
the ion cyclotron frequency. The deuterium plas-
ma is assumed immersed in a uniform, time -
invariant, axial magnetic field. The macroscopic 
velocity and electric field perturbations are taken 
as being perpendicular to the steady axial magne-
tic field. 
By solving Maxwell's equations in a cylin-
drical geometry a dispersion relation is obtained 
relating the radial and axial wave numbers. The 
main diagonal and off-diagonal components of the 
conductivity tensor are contained in this disper-
sion relation. The elements of the conductivity 
tensor are found by solving the Boltzmann trans-
port equation for the ion distribution function 
taking ion-ion and ion- electron inter particle 
forces into account. Only binary elastic c ollisions 
are considered; the maximum distance for ,Parti-
cle interaction is set equal to the Debye-Hhckel 
shielding distance. It is discovered that a solu-
tion to the transport equation can be obtained by 
expressing the ion distribution fun c tion as a series 
of orthogonal Laguerre polynomials in velocity 
space with time dependent expansion coefficients. 
Once the elements of the conductivity tensor 
are obtained in a closed analytic form, the dis-
persion relation is solved for its roots; from 
these roots the axial wavelength and damping 
length are obtained. By varying the wave fre-
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quency about the ion cyclotron frequency the dis-
persion of the waves is observed near ion gyro-
resonance. 
Because of the complicated nature of the dis-
persion relation, the University of Illinois digital 
computer, the ILLIAC, was used to find the roots. 
Two waves are found to exist in such a plasma; 
one is a right-handed elliptically polarized wave 
and the other is a left-handed elliptically polarized 
wave. The former is damped less severely than 
the latter. Ion-ion collisions tend to broaden the 
resonance response and to decrease the absorp-
tion at resonance. Graphs are given describing 
the variation with frequency about cyclotron reso-
nance of both the wavelength and damping length 
of both these waves. 
Westlund, C.D. "A Study of Radio Waves Scattered From Field-
Aligned and Other Ionospheric Irregularities," Electrical Engi-
neering Research Laboratory, Radio Direction Finding Research 
Group, Contract No. Nobsr 64723, Supplement A to Interim 
Engineering Report No. 9, June 1, 1961. 162 pp. 65 figs. 
Use of the wide-aperture, Wullenweber-type, 
radio-direction finder has provided an effective 
means for studying propagation phenomena. Some 
of the propagation modes observed with the in-
stallation at the University of Illinois were anoma-
lous in nature. Certain of these anomalous sig-
nals are the subject of this investigation. 
The entire study was performed using WWV 
as the transmitting station. The signals origi-
nated, therefore, nearly due east of the receiving 
system at a geomagnetic latitude of about 50° 
north. The two stations were separated by appro~ 
imately 1, 000 km. 
One type of anomalous propagation arrived 
consistently from directions north of the normal 
great-circle path. At times the bearing devia-
tions were found to be in excess of 100°. These 
signals were seen most frequently at night; the 
curve of their frequency of occurrence peaked 
broadly in the vicinity of local midnight. The 
range in the intensity of the observable echoes 
was found to be in excess of 25 db. Observation 
of the weakest signals was limited by the thres-
hold noise level of the receiving system. The 
signals appeared with considerable randomness 
and their time duration varied from a few minutes 
to sever al hours. 
Independent measurements of azimuthal 
angle of arrival, vertical angle of arrival, and 
propagation time of the scattered signals relative 
to a normally propagated mode were made to es-
tablish the positions in space where the scattering 
occurred. These measurements, together with 
the results of efforts made to correlate the scat-
tered signals with certain geophysical phenomena, 
made it possible to assign responsibility for the 
anomalous signals. The signals scattered from 
northern regions were found to be aspect- sensi-
tive echoes from field-aligned irregularities in 
electron density. The irregularities were located 
within the F-region of the ionosphere and the 
echoes from them apparently occurred below the 
level of the maximum electron density of the 
layer. These irregularities occurred in large 
patches, or groups, which appeared as 'fronts' 
to the exploring radio waves. These fronts were 
observed to be aligned roughly along lines of 
geomagnetic latitude, and often extended over 
distances as great as 1500 km. in the east-we st 
direction. The scattering of radio waves was 
coincident in time and space with the occurrence 
of spread-F formations. It was concluded that 
the same irregularities were responsible for both 
phenomena. 
A second type of anomalous propagation is 
briefly described. Forward-scattered signals 
were observed which displayed no aspect- sensi-
tivity. They deviated in their direction of arrival 
by as much as 20° to 30° from the true bearing 
of the transmitter. These anomalies were found 
to be associated with MUF failure of the operating 
frequency. They were observed, just prior to, 
at the time of, and for a short time after loss of 
the normal mode of propagation. Their amplitude 
was found to be less than that of the normally 
propagated mode by at least one order of magni-
tude. It is believed that irregularities in electron 
density which exist in the wake of receding criti-
cal-frequency contours contribute to this form of 
anomalous propagation. 
Missman, R.A., Jr. "Galvanomagnetic Properties of Carriers 
Associated with the Cleaned Germanium Surface," Electrical 
Engineering Research Laboratory, Superconductors Section, 
Contract Nonr 1834(17), Technical Note No. 2, December 1, 
1960. 69 pp. 22 fi'gs. 
The galvanometric properties of the carriers 
associated with the clean germanium surface have 
been measured. The carriers associated with the 
(100) surface have a p-type Hall contribution from 
90° K. to 300° K. The mobility of these carriers 
ranges between 500 cm2/volt-sec and 1200 cm2/ 
volt-sec and for a given specimen is constant over 
this temperature ran~e. The number of these 
carriers is about 10 1 per square centimeter and 
is essentially constant with temperature indicating 
that they are degenerate. There is no evidence 
for the presence of n-type carriers but their pres-
ence cannot be definitely ruled out. If they are 
present on the (100) surface their mobility is much 
smaller than that of the holes. 
A qualitative picture of the energy band 
situation at the clean surface results from these 
measurements. The energy bands appear to be 
bent upward such that the valence band crosses 
the Fermi level at the surface. The bending is 
caused by the presence of relatively immobile 
electrons distributed randomly over the surface 
with a density of one per one thousand surface 
atoms. The same number of holes moves near 
the surface in the Coulomb fields of these elec-
trons and gives most of the surface conductance. 
One specimen having a {111) surface was 
measured and the results showed that there may 
be both positive and negative carriers with high 
mobilities present at the surface. 
Enderby, C.E. "A Cerenkov Radiator for the Production of 
Millimete r and Submillimeter Wave s ," Electrical En¢neering 
Research Laboratory, Ultramicrowave Section, Technical 
Note 1, Contract AF33(616)-7043, January 10, 1961. 62 pp. 
25 figs. 
A method is presented by which millimeter 
and submillimeter power can be generated and 
radiated into free space at the watt level. The 
method uses a combination of electronic and 
physical optic techniques. The electronic tech-
nique involved is the generation of Cerenkov 
power by passing a bunched megavolt electron 
beam through a non-resonant isotropic dielectric 
medium. The optical techniques are used to 
shape the dielectric to form the desired radiation 
pattern. One dielectric shape is suggested and 
analyzed that has produced O. 6 watts of power at 
a wavelength of 8 millimeters in a fairly sharp 
pattern. The pattern width was about 6° and the 
pattern was accurately predicted by the theory. 
With the same cone, the pattern width becomes 
sharper at higher frequencies and the power level 
can be made to stay at about the same level or 
higher by using a K- band Rebatron instead of the 
S- band one now being used. 
"Megavolt Electronics, Sub-Millimeter Wave Research ," Elec-
trical En¢neering Research Laboratory, Ultramicrowave Section, 
Contract No. AF33(616)-7043, Annual Report , March 1, 1961. 
113 pp. 35 figs. 
Research on the Cerenkov radiation approach 
to the millimeter and submillimeter generation 
problem is described. The method involves a 
combination of megavolt electronics and physical 
optics type techniques. 
A scalar dielectric, Cerenkov coupler operat-
ing at 8. 31 millimeter wavelength produced 58 
milliwatts per centimeter using a drive current 
of 43 milliamperes. 
The analysis and preliminary design of 
Cerenkov experiments in tensor media (ferrites, 
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plasmas) is presented which shows promise of 
producing upwards of 100 watts with a 10 milli-
ampere beam. 
Initial numerical analysis for a relativistic 
electron bunching accelerator (Rebatron) operat-
ing above 3 kmc. is presented. 
Hakki, B. "Research and Investigation Leading to Methods of 
Generating and Detecting Radiation in the 100 to 1000 Micron 
Wave length Range of the Spectrum," Electrical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory, Ultramicrowave Section, Contract No. AT 
(11-1)-392, Final Report, February 28, 1961. 59 pp. 20 figs. 
A high energy, tightly bunched, beam was 
used to generate coherent electromagnetic radia-
tion in the low millimeter range. The devices 
used to couple power out of this beam were: a 
high-order mode right-circular cylindrical cavity, 
a dielectric tube resonator, a dielectric tube 
waveguide, a helix waveguide, and a slab of di-
electric. Interaction of the beam with these de-
vices was experimentally verified and agreement 
with theory is reasonable. Cerenkov radiation in 
the slab of dielectric was shown to yield less 
power than the rest of the coupling schemes; how-
ever it has no mode interference problems. The 
coupling schemes which have been fully analyzed 
but not experimentally tested include: Cerenkov 
radiation in a gyrotropic plasma waveguide, 
Cerenkov radiation in a gyrotropic plasma medi-
um, and Doppler frequency shift from high energy 
electron bunches. 
A gas discharge frequency multiplier was 
used to generate the thirteenth harmonic of the 
fundamental at microwave frequencies. Analysis 
of this device was completed and agreement be-
tween theory and experiment is excellent. The 
gas discharge was also used as a frequency mixer 
at high power levels. Frequency multiplication 
in ferroelectric materials was shown to be im-
practical, at the present, because of the lack of 
a material which is sufficiently lossless and non-
linear. 
A Doppler-Helitron microwave oscillator was 
proposed. The mode of operation ~as theoreti-
cally analyzed but no experimental verification 
was done. 
A complete line of microwave components 
was developed for the 140-220 kmc. band. This 
included: crystal multipliers, waveguide flanges, 
crystal detectors, bo.lometers, tunable shorts, 
VSWR measuring devices, frequency meters, 
tapered transitions, horns, variable phase shift-
ers, power dividers, bends and twists, termina-
tions, attenuators, and mode converters. 
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Hakki, B.W. "Studies on Millimeter Wave Generation," Elec-
trical Engineering Research Laboratory, Ultramicrowave Section, 
Technical Report o. 4, Contract No. AT(ll-1)-392, August 1 
1960. 112 pp. 5 figs. ' 
The object of this report is to propose, ana-
lyze, and evaluate new methods for the generation 
of coherent electromagnetic radiation in the low 
millimeter and submillimeter range. The report 
is divided into two parts. 
Part I is concerned with harmonic in non-
linear media. Maxwell's equations are solved 
for a medium which is characterized by a scalar 
linear permeability but a permittivity which is a 
scalar function of the electric field intensity. 
Two methods are used to solve the quasi-linear 
vector wave equation: the perturbation method, 
and the iterative method. The results obtained 
from both methods agree. 
Part II is concerned with self-excited oscil-
lators. The Cerenkov radiation of a bunched 
beam is analyzed in two slow-wave structures: 
dielectric tube waveguide and plasma rod wave-
guide. For the same operating conditions 
Cerenkov radiation in a dielectric tube waveguide 
can be 20 or more times larger than that in an 
infinite medium. This is due to second coherence 
in the slow-wave structure, Cerenkov radiation 
of a prebunched beam in a plasma rod waveguide 
can be greater than that in a dielectric tube wave-
guide but plasma rod waveguides are difficult to 
attain in the low millimeter range due to physical 
limitations on magnetic field intensity and I or 
electron density. 
A Doppler-Helitron oscillator is proposed. 
This is based on the Doppler frequency shift 
which in this device magnifies the cyclotron fre-
quency of the beam by about 20 to 100 times, 
hence the magnetic field can be reduced by the 
same amount. This is achieved by passing the 
beam in a slow-wave dielectric tube waveguide 
whose phase velocity is close to the beam axial 
velocity. The magnetic field necessary for 
operation of this device at 300 kmc. is of the 
order of 5000 gauss. 
Stafford, J.J. "Resonant Electromagnetic Modes in Gyroelectric 
Plasmas, " Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Ultra-
microwave Section, Contract No. AT(ll-1)-392, Technical Re-
port No. 5, March 1, 1961. 87 pp. 42 figs. 
The existence of resonant electromagnetic 
modes in a cylindrical gyroelectric plasma 
bounded by two parallel metal endwalls has been 
theoretically and experimentally verified. An 
unloaded Q of 5800 and a shunt impedance of 15.25 
kilohms has been measured in the 10 kmc. range. 
These resonant modes have axial phase ve-
locity ratios v /c less than one, thereby permit-p 
ting synchronous coupling to an electron beam, 
and they are tunable with the DC magnetic field. 
The cross - sectional dimensions of the plasma 
resonator can be large compared to wavelength 
while the fields are in a low order, symmetrical 
mode. 
Maxwell's equations are solved rigorously 
in the anisotropic medium with a minimum of 
restrictive assumptions and after applying the 
appropriate boundary conditions, a characteristic 
equation is found. After investigating the whole 
frequency spectrum to find regions in which real 
solutions to the characteristic equation are ob-
tainable, this equation is solved in the 10 kmc. 
range using numerical techniques. Plots of radii 
vs . driving frequency for two lengths, five mag-
netic fields, and three plasma frequencies are 
made. Then for fixed radius, length, and plasma 
frequency a plot is made of magnetic field vs. 
driving frequency. 
An analysis is mad e of similar modes but 
neglecting propagation effects (static modes) and 
the regions of the spectrum in which this approxi-
is valid is determined. A comparison is then 
made between similar modes for both the static 
and dynamic cases. 
The experimental verification of both the 
static and dynamic modes is made using a 
Philips Ionization Gauge (PIG) discharge. The 
characteristics of the PIG discharge are ideally 
suited to the geometrical configuration and 
assumptions employed in the analysis of the 
plasma resonator. Resonances are plotted for 
two different plasma lengths and two radii using 
three different modes. 
This device has applications as a coupling 
structure for use in conjunction with electron 
beams. Due to its high shunt impedance, its 
slow wave properties, and its large physical size, 
it is believed that the resonator can have use in 
the ultramicrowave region. In addition, with 
certain modifications the resonator can be used 
as a plasma diagnostic tool to m easure plasma 
densities. 
Baird, J .R. "Frequency Conversion in a Plasma," Electrical 
Engineering Research Laboratory, Ultramicrowave Section, Con-
tract No. AT(ll-1)-392, Technical Report No. 6, ~lay 1, 1961'. 
52 pp. 11 figs. 6 tables. 
It is a well known fact that under certain 
conditions a microwave gas discharge will radi-
ate significant amounts of power at frequencies 
which are exact harmonics of the microwave fre-
quency which generates the plasma. However, 
it appears that the source of the nonlinearity is 
not well understood in that no quantitative analy-
sis of the nonlinearity has been presented. In 
this paper a quantitative theoretical analysis of a 
microwave gas discharge is presented wherein 
the predominant source of nonlinearity is assumed 
to be a modulation of electron density. Qualita-
tive arguments are presented to support the ini-
tial assumptions and to show that a modulation of 
electron density should be expected in certain 
types of discharges. Experimental verification 
of the theoretical analysis is presented in the 
form of frequency multiplication and frequency 
mixing experiments. 
Kunih iro, T. "Application s of Tunne l Diodes in Switchin g Cir-
cuits, " Digital Computer L a boratory, R eport No. 101!,, October 26 
1960. 58 pp. 41 figs. ' 
The invention of the tunnel diode attracted 
wide-spread attention among scientists and engi-
neers in the various fields because of its new 
current-carrying mechanism, i.e., quantum 
mechanical tunneling. Many people are of the 
opinion that the fields in which tunnel diodes will 
show their greatest advantages over other cir-
cuit elements are the low noise WHF circuits and 
the fast switching circuits. In fact, they are 
found to be very useful in the former field and 
there are even commercial products using tunnel 
diodes. Unfortunately, however, the situation in 
the latter field is far from being advanced. The 
main difficulty is the lack of directivity in tunnel 
diodes. Most of the circuits published so far 
differ from each other only in the way they over-
come the difficulty. All of these circuits, with-
out exception, give directivity to circuits by using 
a synchronous control pulse, which is basically 
the same idea as that used in phase-locked oscil-
lator logic. This paper discusses a different 
approach suggested by Professor W. J. Poppel-
baum of the Digital Computer Laboratory of the 
University of Illinois. It is concluded that direc-
tivity will be realized by connecting tunnel diodes 
with directive elements, especially transistor 
emitter followers. This philosophy is a natural 
outcome of the "emitter-follower-diode-logic and 
common-emitter-switching-amplifier" circuitry 
on which the new Illinois computer's basic cir-
cuits are based. The lirriting speed of this 
(emitter-follower- switching-amplifier) system 
is that of the switching amplifier. The tunnel 
diodes are used to replace the slow-speed switch-
ing amplifiers in the emitter follower-switching 
amplifier combination. The author believes that 
transistor emitter-followers and tunnel diode 
amplifiers are comparable in speed. The emitter-
followers have a two-fold purpose in this system, 
namely, as directive buffers and at the same time 
as current amplifiers which will provide logical 
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gain (fanout). 
The general considerations for switching cir-
cuits in Section 2 may be too o bv ious to be includ-
ed . Since they set the foundation of this work and 
they have not been stated in an explicit form as far 
as the author knows, they are mentioned in this 
paper. Sections 3 to 5 describe the methods used 
to realize the three basic requirements by using 
tunnel diodes stated in Section 2. In Section 6, a 
set of basic circuits is presented and some experi-
mental results are given. Other miscellaneous 
applications are added in Section 7. 
Gu cke l, H. , T. Kunihiro , and R.K. Crow. "Flow-Gating, Final 
Report,'.' Digital Com p.tt er L aboratory , R eport No. 106, March 24, 
1961. 95 pp. 102 fi gs. 
The following report concerns itself in princ i-
ple wit h : transistor selection and e valuation, the 
ba s i c de sign pro bl em, and the e valuation of the 
flow-gating memory. The proposed mechanism 
was initially based upon Report No. 83 of this 
laboratory, but was modified to improve speed, 
reliability and driver-storage element balance. 
The proposed system consists of : (a) 14 flow-
gating flipflops, which c onstitute a l I 4 word ( 3 
transistors per bit), (b) the read-in driv er 
(18/14 transistors per bit), (c) the read-out 
driver (10/14 transistors per bit), and the (d) 
termination equipment (2/11 transistors per bit). 
The system uses five transistors per bit of which 
12/14 are GF45011, 40/77 ar e N-101 and the re-
maining parts are of the N - l 00 type . 
The AC behavior is discussed in considerable 
detail. The "read-in speed", after tolerance cor-
rection, is less than 90 nsec.; the read-out speed 
is in the vicinity of 80 nsec., when referenced to 
the input of the respective drivers. This appar-
ently satisfies the proposed requirement of 150 
nsec. access times. 
Muerle, J .L. "Variation with Size of Characteri s tics of Electric 
Circuit Components Having Gain," Digital Computer Laboratory 
Report No. 109, May 19, 1961. 117 pp. 3 figs. 4 tables . ' 
The variation with size, as size is reduced, 
of the electrical characteristics of three different 
types of electric circuit components having gain- -
a cryotron, a field emission tube, and a magnetic 
film component are determined. The types of 
electric circuit components having gain which are 
considered tend to be a little exotic, but they are 
amenable to the planar geometry of film construc-
tion and, within their limitations, can perform 
adequately in processing electrical signals. The 
specific types of electric circuit components 
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having gain which are considered in this report 
are not necessarily typical of every component in 
the class of components which they represent, 
but they are illustrative enough to allow many of 
the conclusions drawn from them to be generally 
true for many of the components in their respec-
tive classes - -low temperature components opera-
ted by magnetic fields, vacuum tubes , and magne-
tic film devices. 
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found in journal articles. 
Sao, S.L. "Compressible Laminar Motion with Fluctuation in 
Free Stream Temperature," ME Technical Report !11-1-P, Con-
tract N onr 1858(25), NR-098-038R, May 1961. 6 pp. 
Impulse motion of a flat plate in a compressi-
ble medium having fluctuating temperature was 
studied, Results show that the friction factor is 
unaffected by the temperature fluctuation, but the 
Nusselt number is affected. Conditions for two-
dimensional laminar motion with fluctuating free 
stream temperature was discussed. 
Hryekewicz, B.W., and E.J. Brown. "Performance of Area Con-
trol Systems in Research Residence No. 4 During the 1959-60 
Heating_ Season," Warm Air Heatmg Tesearch Series FWA-13A-1, 
March 1961. 18 pp. 7 figs. 4 tables. 
The first heating season investigation con-
ducted in Air Conditioning Research Residence 
No. 4 during 1958-59 indicated that for a given 
outdoor condition a satisfactory temperature 
balance could be maintained throughout the house 
if the system were properly balanced around a 
single thermostat. This temperature balance 
was upset by changes in wind direction, solar 
heat gains, and non-uniformly distributed internal 
loads. This was due to the fact that the three 
house levels had different heat loss characteris-
tics and did not have the same exposure to the 
wind and sun. One solution to the temperature 
unbalance problem is to divide the house into 
areas and supply warm air to each area according 
to the demands of a thermostat located within the 
area. 
The 1959-60 heating season investigation in 
the Residence was primarily for the purpose of 
studying area control systems. The area control 
systems included two where a single furnace and 
duct system were supplemented with thermostati-
cally controlled dampers and a third system which 
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utilized two furnaces, 
The investigation was conducted to determine: 
(a) the performance characteristics of an area 
controlled system which utilized two- position 
trunk duct rebalancing dampers; (b) the perfor-
mance characteristics of an area controlled sys-
tem which utilized modulated trunk duct rebalanc-
ing dampers; and (c) the performance characteris-
tics of an area controlled system which utilized 
two winter air conditioning units. 
Hryekewicz , B.W., and E.J. Brown. "Perfonnance of an Area Con-
trol System in Research Residence No. 4 Durin g the 1960 Cooling 
Season," Warm Air Heating Research Series SC-7A-1, July 1961. 
12 pp. 9 figs. 2 tables. 
Research Residence No. 4 incorporates a 
wide variety of constructions under a single roof. 
The lower level which had walls of uninsulated 
concrete blocks was the area with the maximum 
heat loss during winter heating. However, be-
cause of the house orientation the lower level had 
the minimum calculated summer heat gain. The 
upper house level with exposures to all directions 
was subject to heat gains throughout the day. The 
middle level received it s maximum heat gain 
during the afternoon. For these reasons a split-
level house is subject to temperature unbalance 
between rooms and between levels. One method 
of overcoming the temperature unbalance is to 
divide the house into areas and control conditions 
within each area from an area thermostat. 
The investigation in Research Residence No. 
4 during the 19 60 cooling season was conducted 
to determine : ( 1) The representative room-to-
room temperature balance that existed through-
out the day with the summer air conditioner con-
trolled from a single thermostat located in the 
living room; (2) The representative room-to-
room temperature balance that existed with a non-
uniformly distributed internal load and with the 
summer air conditioner controlled from a single 
thermostat in the living room; (3) The perfor-
mance characteristics of a perimeter system with 
area control accomplished through the use of 
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thermostatically controlled trunk duct dampers; 
( 4) the effect of the return air intake location on 
floor-to-ceiling temperature gradients; (5) The 
effect of draperies on the performance of the 
supply outlets. 
Harris, IV.S., and R.R. Laschober. "Research Progress Report 
195'9-60 The I=B=R Hydronic Research House," l=B=R Steam and 
Water Heating, Research Series l=B=R-3, June 1960. 27 pp. 9 
figs. 12 tables. 
This report concerns the first experimental 
work done in the new Hydronic Research House 
during the summer of 1959 and the winter of 
1959-60. Specific problems encountered in both 
cooling and heating operation are discussed and 
gas and electric heating are compared. A de-
tailed description of the construction of the re-
search house is also included and problems en-
countered in heating and cooling a tri-level house 
of this type are discussed. 
Harris, W.S., M.D. Eide, and R.D. Barkman. "Summary Coopera-
tive Research on Hydronic Heating and Cooling," l=B=R Steam 
and Water Heating, Research Series l=B=R-4, September 1960. 
30 pp. 
This report summarizes the results obtained 
in the course of the cooperative research program 
in steam and water heating and summer cooling 
carried out since 1940. A discussion of the snow 
melting apparatus for residential use is also in-
cluded. 
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
Broghamer, E. L . "The Location of Maximum 
Stress in Bars with Fillets Under Combina-
tions of Bending and Direct Shear, " J. 0. 
Smith, advisor. October 19 61. 
Ihrig, H. K., Jr. "A Study of the Base Pressure 
Problem for Supersonic Two-Dimensional 
Flow in Which the Approaching Stream Has 
Transient Properties," H. H. Korst, advisor. 
June 1961. 
Lamb, J. P., Jr. "A Study of Flow Separation 
in Overexpanded Conical Convergent-Diver-
gent Nozzles (with Special Consideration of 
the Effect of Wall Divergence on Mass En-
trainment)," H . H. Korst, advisor. June 
1961. 
Matthews, E. K. "An Optical Method for Ther-
mal Boundary Layer Measurements in a 
Moderately Rarefied Gas," H. H. Korst, 
advisor. June 1961. 
Mueller, T. J. "On Separation, the Attachment 
and Redevelopment of Turbulent Boundary 
Layers," H. H. Korst, advisor . June 1961. 
Schrader, G. F. "A Critical Analysis of the 
Reliability and Relative Superiority of the 
Various Methods Recommended for Use in 
Determining the Number of Cycles to Record 
During a Time Study," K. J . Trigger, ad-
visor . September 1960. 
Tsung, C. C. "Study of Three-Dimensional 
Supersonic Flow Problems by a Numerical 
Method Based on the Method of Characteris-
tics (Specially Adapted for Use on High 
Speed Electronic Digital Computers)," H. H. 
Korst, advisor. June 1961. 
M.S. 
Becker, J. 0. "Study of Heat Transfer in a 
Compression-Ignition E c1gine Cylinder," W. 
L. Hull, advisor. June 1961. 
Hohnstreiter, G. F. "Measurement of Concen-
tration Distribution in Two-Phase Flow with 
Fiber Optical System," S. L. Soo, advisor. 
October 1960, 
MINING, METALLURGY AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERING - PHYSICS 
The Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Engineering and Physics 
staffs contribute regularly to professional journals . No depart-
mental series publication is maintained for the purpose of having 
copies available for limited distribution. Therefore, only thesis 
titles are included here for both departments. 
MINING, METALLURGY AND PETROLEUM 
ENGINEERING THESES 
Ph.D. 
Gupta, D. "Self-diffusion Studies in B-phase 
Ordered Alloys of Au- Cd by Radioactive 
Tracer Technique," D. S. Lieberman, ad-
visor. October 1961. 
Heitmann, W. E. "Relative Rates of Polygoniza-
tion in a Number of Close Packed Metals and 
Alloys," R. W. Balluffi, advisor. February 
1961. 
Laskar, A. "Pipe Diffusion in Lithium Fluoride," 
R. N. Tucker, advisor. October 1960. 
Parthasarathi, M. N. "Study of the Origin of 
Recrystallization Textures in Aluminum," 
P. A. Beck, advisor. 1960. 
M.S. 
Beaman, D. R. "Measurements of Lattice Pa-
rameter Changes in Silver During Slow Heat-
ing to the Melting Point, " R. W. Balluffi, 
advisor. June 1961. 
Bisogni, E. A. "Diffusion of Gases in Hafnium, " 
R. M. Thomson, advisor. October 1960. 
Bronkhorst, D. "Some Applications of Statistical 
Analysis in Ore Exploration," F. D. Wright, 
advisor. February 1961. 
Class, W. H. "A Study of Some Isothermal Re-
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actions in the Beta Phase of the Gold- Cad-
mium Binary Alloy System," D . S . Lieber-
man, advisor. June 1961. 
Diesner, R. W. "Recrystallization of High Purity 
Polycrystalline Aluminum, " P . A. Beck, 
advisor. February 1961. 
Hinton, R. W. "The Metallurgy of Cavitation 
Damage," W. H. Bruckner, advisor. May 
1961. 
Johnson, K. A. "Crystal Geometry and Theory 
of the Austenite-Martensite Transformation 
for an Alloy Containing Fe-1. 5%C-3. 09%Cr, " 
C. M. Wayman, advisor. February 1961. 
Kerlins, V. "The Kinetics of Decomposition of 
Martensite in Fe-Ni-C Alloys, " C. J. 
Altstetter, advisor. June 19 61. 
Mast, R. F. " Permeability Anisotropy and Shape 
Fabrics of Cross-Bedded Pennsylvania Sand-
stones, " W. D . Rose, advisor. August 1960 . 
Meyer, M. D. "Diffusion of Dislocation Kinks 
Under Low Stress, " R. M. Thomson, advisor. 
June 1961. 
Myron, S. M. "Thermoelectric Properties of 
Magnesium Titanates, " E. K. Weise, advisor. 
October 1960. 
Patterson, R. L. "The Martensitic Transforma-
tion in Bi Mn, '' T. A. Read, ad vis or. June 
1961. 
Perrin, J. S. "Studies of Near-Equiatomic 
Ruthenium-Vanadium Alloys," D. S. 
Lieberman, advisor. June 1961. 
Rama Gopal, G. R. "Dynamics of Contact Angle 
Hysteresis," W. D. Rose, advisor. August 
19 60. 
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Thomas, L. E. "The X-ray Observation of Dis-
locations in Germanium Single Crystals," R. 
M. Thomson, advisor. June 1961. 
PHYSICS THESES 
Ph.D. 
Anderson, A. C. "Thermal Conductivity of Liq-
uid He 3," J. C. Wheatley, advisor. May 
1961. 
Goeler, E. "Surface Studies in Ultrahigh Vacuum 
by Radiotracer Techniques," H. Frauen-
felder, advisor. January 1961. 
Hanson, R. C. "Hall Effect of Holes in AgBr," 
F. C. Brown, advisor. June 1960. 
Harris, S. M. Part I: "Time Dependence of Moss-
bauer Transmission," Part II: "Sign of the 
Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction from Polar-
ized Gamma-Gamma Angular Correlations," 
J. D. Jackson, advisor. October 1960. 
Hobart, R. H., Jr. "The Frenkel-Kontorova 
Dislocation in a Discrete Lattice," R. M. 
Thomson, advisor. April 19 61. 
Holloway, W.W., Jr. "A Contribution to the 
Study of the N 14-N 15 Hyperfine Structure," 
H. Frauenfelder, advisor. January, 1961. 
(CSL) 
Holton, W. C. "Paramagnetic Resonance of the 
F- and M-Centers in Alkali Halides," C. P. 
Slichter, advisor. September 1960. 
Kingsley, J. D . "Color Center Reactions in tre 
Alkali Halides," R. J. Maurer, advisor. 
June 1960. 
Laskar, A. L. "Pipe Diffusion in Lithium Fluo-
ride," R. M. Thomson and R. J. Maurer, 
advisors. July 1960. 
Marshall, T. C. "Experimental Study of the 
Diamagnetism of the Electron Gas in Gaseous 
Plasmas with Electron and Nuclear Spin 
Resonance Techniques," D. Pines, advisor. 
December 1960. 
Miller, P. B. "Frequency Dependent Hall Effect 
in Normal and Superconducting Metals," J. 
Bardeen, advisor. August 1960. 
Missman, R. A., Jr. "Galvanomagnetic Proper-
ties of Carriers Associated with the Cleaned 
Germanium Surface," J. Bardeen, advisor. 
December 1960. 
Mullen, J. G. "Isotope Effect in Intermetallic 
Diffusion," D. Lazarus, advisor. September 
19 60. 
Mura skin, M. "Comparison of Nishijima' s 
Formalism with that of the Conventional 
Feynman Dyson Renormalized Perturbation 
Theory," K. Nishijime, advisor. May 1961. 
Nilan, T. G. "The Release of Stored Energy in 
Deuteron-Irradiated Copper, " J. S. Koehler, 
advisor. June 1961. 
O'Connell, J . S. "The Bremsstrahlung Mono-
chromator," P. Axel, advisor. January 
1961. 
Pierce, C. B. "The Effect of Hydrostatic Pres-
sure on Ionic Conductivity in Some Alkali 
Halides," D. Lazarus, advisor. July 1961. 
Rosenfeld, W. H. "Applications of Nuclear Di-
rectional Correlation Techniques to Solid 
State Physics," H. Frauenfelder, advisor. 
March 1961. 
Simmons, W. W. "Pure Quadrupole Resonance 
in Indium Metal," C. P. Slichter, advisor. 
April 1960. 
Tsuneto, T. "Ultrasonic Attenuation in Super-
conductors," J. Bardeen, advisor. August 
1960 . 
Wolff, C. L .. "Thermal Conductivity of Lead at 
Low Temperatures," D. E. Mapother, advis-
or. January 1961. 
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS 
Research done in T&AM is consistently published in a depart-
ment research series. A separate series for material not yet 
released by the sponsor for general distribution is maintained by 
the department. Only the series available to qualified requestors 
is given here. 
Lind, N.C., R.W. Hradek6and R.D. Cook. "Influence of Fillet Radii on Stresses Near utlets in Pressure Vessels," T&AM 
Report No. 167, March 1960. 29 pp. 29 figs. 7 tables. 
Results are reported of eleven tests by the 
frozen stress method of three-dimensional photo-
elasticity. Eight of the models had spherical 
main vessels, while three models had cylindrical 
main vessels. All the outlets were radial. The 
corner and fillet radii at the juncture were varied 
systematically through the series. The results 
are reported as stress concentration factors for 
inside pressure loading. 
The influence of these radii is analyzed theo-
retically for spherical main vessels by the meth-
ods of strength of materials, explaining the essen-
tial features of the trend in the experimental re-
sults. 
Worley, W.J., and R.W. Liu. "Study of Nonlinear \'ibration Iso-
lation Systems, Part 1, One Degree of Freedom," T&AM Report 
No. 168, October 1960. 62 pp. 14 figs. 3 diagrams. 
This report is primarily concerned with 
steady stat.e conditions of a single degree of free-
dom study of vibration isolation systems with non-
linear characteristics. 
The data presented enable one to achieve syn-
thesis of a single degree of freedom system hav-
ing nonlinear spring and nonlinear damper charac-
teristics, under steady state vibration in various 
acceleration fields. 
Synthesis for the transient vibration condition 
was not achieved and the results for this condition 
remain to be obtained either by graphical phase 
plane techniques or by use of analog and digital 
computing equipment. 
The graphical procedure using the phase plane 
approach has been materially advanced by a rapid 
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method for the incorporation of the time scale on 
the phase plane diagram. 
Boresi, A.P., and P.E. Wilson. "Strain Energy Expressions for 
Large Deflections of Heated Rectangular Plates Including Ef-
fects of Transverse Shear,'' T&AM Report No. 170, July 1960. 
21 pp. 1 fig. 
In the last two decades, considerable progress 
has been made on development of small deflection 
theories of plates which include the effect of trans-
verse shear deformation. Furthermore, some 
advances have been made in analyzing the effect 
of transverse shear on the buckling of sandwich 
type plates. However, in studies of problems of 
large deflection and stability of plates and shell-
like structures which occur in modern day struc-
tures, the large majority of theories have em-
ployed restrictive assumptions which often imply 
that the transverse shear effects are negligible. 
In fact, no systematic study of transverse shear 
effects in the large deflection theory of plates and 
shells has been carried out. Furthermore, it 
still appears desirable to attempt to develop a 
theory of large deflections and stability of plates 
which includes transverse shear effects and which 
lends itself to numerical exploration of these 
effects. 
In this report a strain energy expression is 
derived which includes the effect of transverse 
shear for large deflections of plates. Tempera-
ture effects are included in the strain energy 
density function. The material is assumed to be 
linearly elastic and isotropic. 
For completeness, with the objective of appli-
cation of energy methods, the potential energy due 
to external edge loads and lateral pressure is de-
rived. 
Tseng, C.IY. "Analysis of Missile Launchers, Part L Phase 1, 
(A Mass Moving on a Flexible Beam),'' T&AM Report No. 171, 
August 1960. 91 pp. 21 figs. 
This report contains an analysis of the prob-
lem of a mass moving across a flexible beam. 
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The analysis takes into account both the inertia of 
the moving mass and the inertia of the beam. It, 
however, presumes that the effects of rotatory 
inertia and shear in the beam are negligible. 
The analysis introduces an integration tech-
nique to the beam problem. In addition to the 
moving mass problem, the associated problems 
of a stationary mass, a stationary force, and a 
moving force are also treated. 
Hilsdorf, H., and C.E. Kesler. "The Behavior of Concrete in 
Flexure Under Varying Repeated Loads," T&AM Report No. 
17t, August 1960. 147 pp. 75 figs. 13 tables. 
The basic behavior of plain concrete under 
repeated loads has been extensively investigated 
by previous researchers. However, most of 
those tests are of a simple nature, since the 
applied loads fluctuated between constant mini-
mum and maximum values. They are not truly 
representative of the load conditions to which an 
actual structure may be subjected. A structure 
has to carry a spectrum of continuously varying 
loads applied with different frequencies and inter-
rupted by rest periods. 
To study the influence of rest periods, 58 
specimens were tested . To establish an accurate 
procedure for determining the static strength of 
the specimens subjected to repeated loads, 18 
specimens were tested to failure under static 
loads. 
To study the effect of variations in the loads, 
109 additional plain concrete specimens were sub-
jected to repeated bending loads following several 
different programs. The applied maximum stress-
es were periodically varied between two constant 
limits. The ratio between the numbers of cycles 
under the higher stress to the sum of the total 
number of applied cycles and the difference be-
tween the applied maximum stresses were the 
major variables . 
The results of the fatigue tests were analyzed 
and compared to the Miner hypothesis which is 
the design procedure currently in use. This 
study indicates that, depending on the type of the 
applied load program, the Miner hypothesis can 
give either conservative or unsafe predictions of 
the fatigue behavior of a specimen and that rest 
periods may increase the fatigue strength. 
Girgrah, M., lllld C.E. Kesler. "A Study of the Rheological and 
Damping Properties of Concrete," T&AM Report No. 173, 
August 1960. 55 pp. 46 figs. 
This paper presents a study of the rheologi-
cal and damping properties of plain concrete. 
Since concrete is considered to be a viscoelastic 
material, the creep behavior of concrete is inves-
tigated with the aid of rheological models. A 
brief theoretical treatment of rheological models 
is al so given as a background to the investigation. 
The treatment includes consideration of general-
ized linear rheological models and their conver-
sion to the canonic forms. 
Creep and damping are two closely allied 
properties of concrete. The damping of plain con-
crete and neat cement is studied with the aid of 
several decaying amplitude curves, and the damp-
ing characteristics are interpreted in terms of a 
rheological model, whose creep behavior is then 
examined. The paper also includes a study of the 
variation of the damping and elastic properties of 
both concrete and neat cement with age. 
Both the resonant method and the dacaying 
amplitude method for measuring the damping are 
used. The two methods are compared, and an 
explanation of the double hump phenomenon en-
countered in sonic testing is given and verified by 
evidence from the decaying amplitude method. 
Dharmarajan, S., and O.M. Sidebottom. "Inelastic Desi~n of 
Load Carrying Members, Part 1, Theoretical and Expenmental 
Analyses of Circular Cross-Section Torsion-Tension Members 
Made of Materials that Creep," T&AM Report No. 174, July 28, 
1960. 64 pp. 3 7 figs. 
This investigation presents a new approach to 
the problem of multiaxial creep. The theory is 
based on the usual assumptions; namely, the di-
rections of the principal stresses and strains 
coincide; the Hencky-Mises flow condition is valid; 
and the material is incompressible. It is pro-
posed that load-deformation relations be derived 
for a specified time so that the theory is indepen-
dent of time. For uniaxial states of stress the 
flow condition was assumed to be the isochronous 
stress- strain diagram obtained from constant 
stress, tension and compression creep curves. 
The torsion-tension member was chosen to repre-
sent the multiaxial states of stress. Sokolovsky's 
compressible solution was compared with a closed 
solution based on the assumption of incompressi-
bility. Experimental data were obtained from 
nylon and polyethylene members tested in a con-
trolled environment room and 17-PH stainless 
steel members at 972° F. Good agreement was 
found between theory and experiment. 
Wilms, E. "Analysis of Missile Launchers, Part C1Phase1 (A 
Mass Moving on an Elastically Supported Cable)," T&AM Re-
port No. 175, September 1960. 34 pp. 7 figs. 
In analyzing the response of a missile launch-
er to the applied loads, an indication of certain 
trend s and behaviors may be obtained by assuming 
a simplified mathematical model. 
In this report, the model is an elastically 
supported taut string, on which a mass is moving. 
The method employed in the analysis is similar to 
that used in T&AM Report No. 135, in which the 
string was considered to be unsupported. 
Analytical expressions are developed for the 
deflection under the particle, and simplifications 
arising when the elastic effect becomes negligible, 
or when the velocity of the mass along the string 
becomes constant, are discussed. 
Boresi, A.P. , and LC. Wang. " Strai n Energy Expression [or 
Lar~e Defonnations of Isotropic Elastic Shell s Subjected to 
Arbitrary Temp€1"ature Di striootion," T&AM Report No. 176, 
August 1960. 50 pp. 3 figs. 
Important applications of shells occur in 
present day high- speed airframes, in jet engines, 
in rockets, and in atomic energy technology. 
Particularly, the problem of thermal stresses in 
shells that undergo large deflections is of interest. 
This report presents a strain energy expres-
sion for large deflections of isotropic, homo-
geneous, elastic shells including the effects of 
heating. With this strain energy expression, 
thermal buckling and post- bqckling behavior of 
heated shells may be treated. 
Since geometrical concepts are used exten-
sively in the development of the theory, a brief 
review of the geometry of surfaces and of shells 
is presented. 
Three basic assumptions are employed in the 
development of the theory. It is assumed that the 
shell is made of elastic, isotropic, homogeneous 
material. Stress components normal to the shell 
middle surface are assumed to be negligible com-
pared to other stress components. Finally, to 
establish the dependence of the displacement 
vector on the thickness coordinate, the Kirchhoff-
Love assumption is envoked; that is, normals to 
the undeformed middle surface are assumed to 
remain straight, normal, and inextensional under 
deformation. The usual small deflection restric-
tion on displacement components (neglection of 
q~antities which are of second or higher order in 
the displacement components of a point off the 
middle surface) is discarded. Power series 
expansions through the thickness of the shell are 
voided, 
Boresi, A.P. "General Investigations of Thin Shells Including 
the Effect of Nonhomogeneous Temperature Distribution ," T&AM 
Report No. 177, Augus t 1960. 5 pp. 
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This report summarizes analytical investiga-
tions of thin shells including the effect of nonho-
mogeneous temperature distribution. 
The analysis deals only with the elastic 
equilibrium behavior of geometrically p e rfect 
shells; initial dents and out-of-roundness were 
not considered. Tre main results derived in the 
eight technical reports listed below are discussed, 
Langhaar, H. L. and A. P. Boresi. "A 
General Investigation of Thermal Stress-
es in Shells," T&AM Report No. 124, 
October 1957. 
Langhaar, H. L., and A. P. Boresi. "The r-
mal Stress Problems of Shells," T&AM 
Report No. 131, March 1958. 
Langhaar, H. L., R. E. Miller, and A. P. 
Boresi . "Deflections on Non-Homogene -
ous Anisotropic Ela s tic Plates Subjecte d 
to Heating," T&AM Report No, 136, 
August 1958. 
Miller, R . E., A. P. Boresi, and H. L. 
Langhaar. "Theory of Non-Homogeneous 
Anisotropic Elastic Shells Subjected t o 
Arbritrary Temperature Distribution," 
T&AM Report No. 143, April 1959 . 
Wilson, P . E . , and A. P. Bore si. "Anno-
tated Bibliography of Selected References 
on the Theory of Elastic Plates," T&AM 
Report No. 158, January 1960 . 
Miller, R. E., and A. P . Boresi. "Strain 
Energy Expression for a Circular Cylin-
drical Shell Including Transverse Shear 
Effects," T&AM Report No . 159, Feb-
ruary 1960. 
Boresi, A. P., and P. E . Wilson. "Strain 
Energy Expressions for Large Deflections 
of Heated Rectangular Plates Including 
Effects of Transverse Shear," T&AM 
Report No. 170, July 1960. 
Boresi, A. P., and I. C. Wang. "Strain 
Energy Expression for Large Deflections 
of Isotropic Elastic Shells Subjected to 
Arbitrary Temperature Distribution," 
T&AM Report No. 176, August 1960. 
Costello, G.A., 0.M. Sidebottom, and E. Pocs. "Inelastic Design 
of Load Carrying Members, Partll, The Effect o f End Conditions 
on the Collapse Load of Collumns, " T&AM Report No. 178, Sep-
tember 19, 1960. 40 pp. 21 fi gs. 2 tables. 
A theory was presented for constructing the 
load-deflection relation and for determining the 
collapse load of a column having any known end 
condition. A trial and error solution was re-
quired which used interaction curves and assumed 
that the inelastic column assumed the shape of a 
sine curve. For time independent inelastic de-
formation, constant depth of yielding interaction 
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curves were used. For time dependent (creep) 
inelastic deformation arc hyperbolic sine inter-
action curves were used. 
The experimental part of the investigation 
included tests of rectangular section columns 
made of l 7-7PH stainless steel and tested at 
room temperature and at 972° F . Several slen-
derness ratios were considered, and the columns 
had end conditions which were either fixed, equal 
and opposite end eccentricities, or unequal end 
eccentricities. Good agreement was found be-
tween theory and experiment. 
Baldwin, J.W., and C.E. Kesler . "The Behavior in Tension, Tor· 
sion, and Flexure of Members Made of Brittl e Materials," T&AM 
Report No. 179, September 1960. 128 pp. 47 figs. 7 tables. 
Demands for high temperature resistance in 
many applications of the modern space age are 
dictating the use of members made of brittle ma-
terials, and the use of these members in struc-
tures where weight is of paramount importance 
demands an accurate analysis for predicting their 
behavior. Not only the ultimate load carrying 
capacity but also the load-deformation character-
istics of these members are needed for a satis-
factory design. Numerous tests have been made 
to determine the ultimate strengths of specific 
members, but little has been done to develop a 
method for predicting the complete behavior of a 
given member from the material properties ob-
tained in a simple standard test. 
In this investigation the implications of two 
hypotheses, the non-linear stress- strain hypothe-
sis and the Griffith crack theory, were discussed 
and methods were developed for comparing ex-
perimental data on the basis of these hypotheses. 
Both digital computer programs and electronic 
analog computer circuits were designed for the 
solution of the equations involved in these com-
parisons. Brittle materials were considered to 
be arranged in a brittleness spectrum with ma-
terials exhibiting small amounts of plastic action 
at the lower end and materials exhibiting no 
plastic action at the upper end. Materials from 
near each end of the spectrum were selected for 
investigation. Experimental apparatus was de-
signed and built for testing of specimens under 
combined axial tension and flexure. Eighteen 
epoxy resin specimens and 88 plaster specimens 
were tested in this apparatus. 
Data from the epoxy specimens and from 106 
cast iron specimens were analyzed in accordance 
with the non-linear stress-strain hypothesis. The 
cast iron data was taken from the literature and 
consisted of data from tension, torsion, and 
flexural tests. Only a few of the tests of epoxy 
~- -------
resin were considered successful, but these tests 
indicated that any further investigation of ex-
tremely brittle materials should be based on the 
Griffith crack theory. The tests and analysis of 
the plaster specimens were based on the Griffith 
crack theory and involved introducing artificial 
flaws into the specimens. 
It was concluded from this investigation that 
the behavior of members made of materials from 
the lower end of the brittleness spectrum may be 
satisfactorily predicted on the basis of the non-
linear stress-strain hypothesis, while the be-
havior of members made of materials from the 
upper end of the spectrum must be predicted on 
the basis of the Griffith crack theory. In addition, 
it was concluded that a great deal more work will 
be necessary before the behavior of members 
made of materials which fall in the intermediate 
region of the brittleness spectrum may be satis-
factorily predicted. 
Sidebottom, 0.M. "In elastic Design of Load Carrying Members, 
Part Ill, The Significance of an Inela stic Analysis of Eccen-
trically-Loaded Members," T&AM Report No .180 1 September 26, 1960. 23 pp. 12 figs. 2 tables. 
The author has worked with others on ten 
investigations, sponsored by Wright Air Develop-
ment Division, which have considered the theo-
retical and experimental inelastic analyses of 
eccentrically loaded tension and compression 
members. In all cases good agreement was 
found between theory and experiment for numbers 
tested at room temperature and at elevated tem-
peratures. This investigation was undertaken to 
consider tlte significance of an inelastic analysis 
of eccentrically loaded members. If the inelastic 
deformation can be considered time independent, 
a choice has to be made between an elastic and an 
inelastic solution. A study was made of the effect 
of several variables on the ratio of tre load nec-
essary to produce a specified inelastic deforma-
tion to the maximum elastic load. If the inelastic 
deformation is time dependent (creep), the only 
choice is an inelastic solution. 
Clark, M.E., and J.M. Robertson. "A Study of the Kinematics of 
Bouyant-Body Water Exit, Part II, Vertical Exit Results," T&AM 
Re7mt No. 181, November 1960. 46 pp. 17 figs . 5 tables. 
Concluding experiments and analyses are re-
ported on the behavior of buoyant ellipsoidal 
bodies passing vertically through a fluid-fluid 
(usually water-air) interface. This final report 
on the vertical exit studies is termed Part II since 
it continues work reported in April 1959 (as 
T&AM Report 145) with the result that the con-
clusions of that report are modified if not super-
seded, Considerable variability still remains in 
the data, but definite trends in behavior are evi-
dent. The studies involved bodies of 1- to 4-inch 
diameter and specific gravities of O. 20 to O. 75. 
The Froude number range of the tests was lowered 
to 1. 2 via the use of a viscous liquid and raised 
to 23 by use of a submerged interface situation, 
i. e., a body of fresh water floating over a body 
of salt water. A few additional zero Froude num-
ber results were achieved using the rigid surface 
technique. 
The velocity increase experienced by the body 
during the surface-piercing phase was found to be 
characterized by a parameter involving the added 
mass coefficient and specific gravity of the body. 
The parameter increased with Froude number. 
The behavior of the bodies before they pierced 
the surface indicates a lack of Froude number 
effect above values of 1. 2 and a change in nature 
of the occurrences between 0 and 1. 2. The maxi-
mum accelerations experienced by the bodies 
were found to be roughly correlated by a parame-
ter involving the added-mass coefficient, specific 
gravity, and fineness ratio of the body. This 
parameter appears to increase with the square of 
the Froude number. Some additional measure-
ments of the water entrained by the exiting body 
suggest that all of this water comes out with the 
body and not following it. 
The velocity increases observed are only a 
few percent and while the accelerations are quite 
large both quantities are considerably less than 
predicted by the elementary momentum analysis 
often used to introduce the expected problems of 
water exit. 
Moyar, G.J . "A Mechanics Analysis of Rolling Element Failures," 
T&AM Repcrt No. 18~, 138 pp. 33 figs. 7 tables. 
Research pertinent to three failure modes of 
rolling elements --cumulative deformation, fa-
tigue pitting and excessive or variable rolling re-
sistance--is critically reviewed. Features of the 
first two modes are analyzed and experimentally 
explored. 
When metal bodies are repeatedly pressed 
together there is no significant accumulation of 
plastic deformation with cycles. However, when 
they are repeatedly rolled together, accumulation 
of plastic deformation is measurable even in hard 
steel at room temperature. Results of experi-
ments with annealed brass rolling elements and 
auxiliary combined tension-torsion tests confirm 
that the accumulation of plastic strain under com-
plex combined stress cycles is responsible for 
the cyclic increase in radial deformation and roll-
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ing track width. In addition to the high tempera-
ture rolling contact situation, this material be-
havior may be expected as the basis of gross di-
mensional instability in other applications. 
The mechanism responsible for cumulative 
deformation is of fundamental as well as techno-
logical significance . It provides a basis for 
under standing the beneficial effect of initial over-
load or mechanical work in stabilizing material 
to cyclic stress and points out the necessity of a 
new suitability criterion for materials in high-
temperature bearing application. 
Discrepancies in pitting endurance values 
from various bench-rig testers and actual bear-
ings result from the influence of rolling element 
configuration and size , as well as the ignorance 
of complete dynamic test conditions. On the 
basis of an analysis of the effect of configuration 
on critical stress range and a simple statistical 
size effect argument, the apparent discrepancies 
for one rig type having various rolling element 
profile radii are largely resolved. 
Muvdi, B.B. and O.M. Sidebottom "Inelastic Design of Load Car-
rying Members. Part IV, The Behavior of Beam-Columns in the In-
elastic Range,"T&AM Report No .183, April 1961. 60 pp. 27 figs . 
4 tables. 
Two theories were presented for constructing 
either moment-load or load-deflection relations 
as well as the collapse loads for beam- columns. 
In each case , trial and error solutions were re-
quired which used constant depth of yielding 
interaction curves. A "so called" exact theory 
was presented which gave results as accurate as 
desired; however, the theory was not practical 
because of the excessive time required, An 
approximate theory was presented which gave re-
sults in close agreement with the exact theory 
and with experimental data. This theory required 
the elastic solution for maximum elastic conditions. 
The experimental part of the investigation in-
cluded tests of rectangular - and T- section col-
umns made of 2024-T4 aluminum alloy, SAE 1020 
steel, and l 7-7PH stainless steel. Several slen-
derness ratios were considered. In addition to 
the variable axial load, the columns were sub-
jected to a constant transverse load either at mid-
span or at quarter span which produced a bending 
stress of O. 25, 0. 50, or O. 75 ere' 
Kuguel1 R. "The Relation Between the Theoretical Stress Con-
centrat10n Factor, Kt, and the Fatigue Notch Factor, Kf Ac-
cording to the Highly Stressed Volume Approach," T&AJf Report 
No. 184, December 1960. 28 pp. 9 figs. 
A study was made of the relation between the 
theoretical stress concentration factor, Kt' and 
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the fatigue notch factor, Kr A relation for Kf 
is given in terms of Kt, the root radii of the 
notched and unnotched specimens, and the diame-
ters of the notched and unnotched specimens, de-
duced from the "highly stressed volume" analysis 
considered in another paper, 
A study of available experimental data indi-
cated that the statistical scatter of values of Kf 
was large. A region based on the proposed re-
lation for Kf and a ~10 per cent scatter band in-
cluded 78 per cent of the data examined, 112 de-
terminations of Kf from rotating bending experi-
ments. The relation for Kf' based only on the 
geometry of the members, is proposed as a 
simple adequate relation for use in design. 
Stem, M., and M.J. Baker. "A Unified Method for Determining 
Model Shapes and Natural Frequencies of a Beam," T&AM Re-
port No. 185, February 1961. 18 pp. 5 figs. 
This report presents a method for obtaining 
numerically the natural frequencies and corres-
ponding modes of a freely vibrating beam under 
very general conditions. The unique feature of 
the method is that the problem is always reduced 
to finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a sym-
metric matrix. 
Cameron, N.M. "An Introduction to the Factors Influencing the 
Strength of Glass Fibres," T&AM Report No. 186, March 1961. 
24 pp. 26 figs. 
The first part of this report is intended to be 
an introduction to glass fibres - the intention 
being to give a general explanation of the factors 
influencing their strength and durability. The 
second part of the report has been used to discuss 
factors mentioned in the first section a little 
more thoroughly and also to introduce the reader 
to the Griffith theory in a qualitative manner by 
the use of simple fracture models. 
It is hoped that the overall picture presented 
is a fairly complete one which will determine the 
"state of the art" to the present date. 
Stippes, M. "Analysis of Missie Launchers, Part N Phase I 
(Steady State Response of Bar Type Structures)," T&AM Re-
port No. 187, March 1961. 16 pp. 7 figs. 
This report outlines a systematic procedure 
for calculation for the steady- state response of 
bar type structures under pulsating loads. Use is 
made of Green's functions of free-free beams 
under pulsating transverse load, moment, and 
torque. 
Lee, S.K., and E.V. Wilms. "Analysis of Missie Launchers, 
Part J Phase I (Four-Degree-of-Freedom Multiple Launcher)," 
T&AM Report No . 188, April 1961. 22 pP· 2 figs. 
This report contains an analysis of a four-
degree-of-freedom model multiple-launching sys-
tem. The launcher pivots about a point and the 
motion is resisted by torsional springs . All of 
the missiles are parallel to one another in the 
launcher and are to be fired one by one in a pre-
arranged order. The equations of motion of the 
system including the effects of blast are then 
established. In the second part, the effect of the 
blast force of the missile on the launcher face is 
considered. 
Smith, J.0. "A Resolved Shearing Stress Energy Theory of 
Failure by Slip of a Polrcrystalline Metal with Face-Centered 
Cubic Lattice Crystals, ' T&AM Report No. 189, May 1961. 
51 pp. 16 figs . 5 tab Jes. 
In this report a resolved shearing stress 
energy theory of failure of ductile polycrystalline 
metal by slip has been developed. It is based on 
the generally accepted concept that the first slip 
occurs in a crystal when the maximum value of 
the resolved shearing stress reaches a critical 
value Trs The theory is developed for a metal 
of face-centered cubic lattice in which each crys-
tal has 12 slip systems and 12 resolved shearing 
stresses. The lattice directions of the crystals 
are assumed to be randomly oriented at angles 
~ and ?f with the directions of the principal 
stresses o- , o-- , o- 3 of a homogeneous state of three-dimeksion~l stress. The general equations 
for the twelve resolved shearing stresses are 
derived in terms of o- 1, o- 2, o- 3 <I> , and 1/1 . Each crystal in a polycrystalline metal is 
surrounded by neighboring crystals with different 
orientation angles cj> and j . These neighbors 
restrain the movement by slip of the crystal when 
the critical resolved shearing stressT is first 
reached. Consequently, each crystal fssheld in 
equilibrium by a highly statically indeterminate 
system of forces (stresses). Before unrestrained 
slip can occur it is necessary for the resolved 
shearing stress on several slip planes to reach 
the critical value of -r . 
The actual crystalsis replaced by a model in 
order to study the development of slip. The model 
is a plane structure consisting of 12 pin-connected 
two-force members that have a yield point stress 
of T • The model is statically indeterminate to 
the fgurth degree. The dimensions of each mem-
ber are chosen so that the stress in the member 
is equal to the actual resolved shearing stress on 
the corresponding slip plane in the crystal. The 
fully plastic load is determined for each arrange-
ment of the stresses in the model. 
The analysis of the results obtained from 
the model leads to the conclusion that slip starts 
in a polycrystalline metal when the average value 
of the elastic strain energy W rs per unit volume 
stored in the crystals by the 12 resolved shearing 
stresses reaches a certain constant value W' 
. rs 
A general expression for the value of W rs is 
derived. Stereographic charts are given for 
determining the values of W rs for any orientation 
angles I\> and 1f for six different states of stress. 
Analysis of the results obtained from these six 
states of stress confirm the fact that slip starts 
in a polycrystalline metal in the crystals for 
which the orientation angles cJ> = 1jl =0° or 90° 
when the energy W rs reaches t~e constant value 
W' and that all the crystals will have started to 
s1fii' when the energy W reaches the value 1 . 56 
rs 
W'. 
rs 
The general equation for the energy W has 
the same form as the equation for the energy of 
distortion. Hence, the result can also be stated 
in the same form as the octahedral shearing 
stress. 
Wilson, H.B., Jr. "Stresses Due to Rotary Inertia Forces in a 
Hollow Circular Cylinder,'' T&AM Report No. 190, May 1961. 
14 pp. 4 figs. 
A solution is obtained by complex variable 
methods for the stresses and displacements due 
to inertia forces in a hollow circular cylinder 
which rotates about an axis parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cylinder. The cylinder is 
assumed to be in plane strain with zero stress at 
the internal boundary and zero displacement at 
the external boundary. Numerical calculations 
are given for the stresses on the external bound-
ary when Poisson's ratio equals 1/2. 
"Second Student Symposium on Engineering Mechanics ," fa-
culty advisor, JoDean Morrow, T&AM Report No. 191, June 1961. 
The papers in this volume were presented on 
June 3, 1961 at ·the University of Illinois. Seniors 
in the Engineering Mechanics curriculum take a 
sequence of two advanced problems courses, 
T&AM 293 and T&AM 294, which are intended to 
give them an opportunity to do independent re-
search and analysis. Professor W. J. Worley 
was in charge of T&AM 293, and Professor Jo-
Dean Morrow was in charge of T &AM 294, with 
Mr. N. M. Hawkins participating as an occasional 
lecturer and consultant to the students. Other 
members of the T&AM staff assisted individual 
students and are acknowledged in the separate 
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papers. The papers reproduced were chosen for 
presentation from the term problems which were 
completed in T&AM 294. Other papers prepared 
for this class are listed by title and author at the 
end of the volume. 
Mulcahy, T.M. "Truss Bracing !·Beams in Torsion , " 13 pp. 11 figs. 
This paper analyzes the effectiveness of using 
moderately long, diagonal struts to stiffen I beams 
in torsion. A discussion of the beam's deforma-
tion, as well as the torque versus angle of twist, 
is presented. The solutions were accomplished 
through strain energy methods and geometry 
considerations. 
Ordinary strut bracing has been found to be 
no more effective than other methods of fixing 
cross sections along the length of the beam. 
Sandor, B .I. "A Mechanics Analysis of Liquid Metal Drops," 10 pp. 
7 figs. 
This investigation concerns the static and 
dynamic loading behavior of liquid metal drops. 
Mercury drops were loaded mechanically and the 
deflections were measured. The analytical treat-
ment was based on the surface phenomenon of 
liquids and the geometry of the drops. An approxi-
mate equation was derived to predict load-deflec-
tion curves for liquid drops. A comparison of 
the theoretical and experimental curves showed 
good agreement between theory and experiment. 
Laughhunn, D.J. "Polygonization in Lithium Fluoride," 14 pp. 10 figs. 
This paper presents a qualitative analysis of 
polygonization as it occurs in lithium fluoride. 
The dislocation sites were revealed by using an 
etching technique. Some of the intermediate con-
figurations of dislocations occurring prior to the 
final polygonized structure are shown in photo-
micrographs. Upon annealing, the high disloca-
tion density in the as-bent crystal was observed 
to reduce to the order of magnitude predicted by 
Nye. "Glide polygonization" was not observed in 
these experiments primarily because the observa-
tion times at room temperature were too short. 
The low-angle sub- boundaries shown in the 
photomicrographs conform with those expected 
from the crystallography of lithium fluoride and 
the theory of polygonizatio:n. The predominant 
coarsening mechanism during the process was 
that associated with the presence of Y - junctions. 
During the early stages of polygonization, it was 
observed that a reduction of strain energy was the 
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driving force, while at the later stages the driving 
force was a reduction of grain boundary energy. 
Lenzi, V .D. "Analysis o f the Dynamic Response of a Ci rcular Stepped 
Shaft Subjec t to Monotonic Torsional Load," 16 pp. 8 figs. 4 graphs . 
1 table. 
A comparison of the dynamic static angle of 
twist at two points on a shaft of specific dimen-
sions are examined. The analysis does not yield 
itself to a closed solution, and therefore a graphi-
cal analysis is given. It is shown that the dynamic 
response approaches the static twist of the shaft 
after a short interval of time has passed. 
Coddington, R.C . "Small De fl ections of a Thin Conical Shell Under 
Axially Symmetri c Loading," 15 pp. 3 figs. 3 tables. 
An energy method is employed to solve for 
the displacements and stresses in a conical shell 
under symmetrical loading. Shear deformation 
is neglected. The potential energy expression is 
established and a numerical procedure is used to 
determine the Euler equations corresponding to 
the potential energy expression. The shell is 
broken into a finite number of panels . The dis-
placement components at each panel point are 
found by the solution of the Euler equations and 
the stresses are written in terms of the stress 
resultants. From these expressions the stresses 
may be calculated. 
Ahlenius, C.H. " A Study of the Turbule nce Mixing Region of a Jet 
Boundary, " 13 pp. 8 figs. 
This paper presents an experimental study of 
the mean velocity distribution and intensity of 
turbulence of a two-dimensional incompressible 
jet. The results are compared with the theoreti-
cal predictions and the experimental results of 
previous investigators. 
Collin s, IV.H . and 0.M. Sidebottom. "Inelast ic Buckling of 
Columns with Elastically Restrained Ends," T&AM Report 
No. 19 f, June 1961. 58 pp. 20 figs. 6 tables. 
Two methods were presented for constructing 
curves showing the relationship between average 
stress and deflection at the central section for 
columns with elastically restrained ends. Both 
methods used constant depth of yielding interaction 
curves, but differed in the assumptions pertaining 
to the shape of the deflected column. One method 
assumed that the deflected shape was that of a sine 
curve. A more exact method divided the column 
length into several equal segments over which the 
curvature was assumed to be cons tant. For the 
latter method, a digital computer solution was 
presented. 
The experimental portion of the investigation 
involve d the testing of twenty 2024-T4 aluminum 
alloy columns . Two slenderness rations, 75 and 
50, were considered, and axial loads we re applied 
at eccentricities ranging from 5 to 50 per cent of 
the cross- sectional height. Four of the columns 
were tested with a concentrated lateral load at the 
central section in addition to the axial load . 
Spitzer, R. , and H.T . Corten . "Effect of Loading Sequence on 
Cumul ative Fatigue Damage of 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy, " T&AM 
Report No. 193, Jun e 1961. 23 pp. 8 fi gs. 2 tables. 
For conditions of fluctuating s tress amplitude 
consisting of repeate d blocks of cycles of two 
stress amplitudes and continuously varying ampli-
tudes, it has been shown that the mean fatigue 
life may be predicted using the linear summation 
of cycle ratios hypothesis and a "modified <7-N 
relation." This approach assumes that the initial 
sequence of high, intermediate and low stresses 
does not significantly influence the fatigue life 
since, in general, the number of cycles in each 
repeated block is small compared to the life of 
the member. Recent studies by Naumann and 
Hardrath suggest however, that the sequence of 
applying high, intermediate, and low stresses i n 
repeated bloc k experiments may change the fa-
tigue life by a factor of from 2 to 4. This inv esti-
gation was undertaken to clarify this question. It 
was found that changing the sequence from high 
followed by low stresses to low followed by high 
stresses in each repeated block did not change 
the life by more than the length on one repeated 
block of cycles, or by a factor of from 1. 07 to 
1. 14. 
Worle):', W.J. and F.H. Brittain . "Stud y o f Nonlinear Vibration 
Isolat10n Systems, Part II-One Degree o f Freedom, Transient 
Excitation," T&AM Report No . 199, April 1961. 21 pp. 6 fi gs. 
3 tables. 
This is the final report on the study of a non-
linear vibration isolation system consisting of a 
single degree of freedom. This report is con-
cerned with the transient response of the system. 
The data presented were obtained by means 
of a digital computer and the parameters in a 
portion of this phase of the project were assigned 
to be in agreement with those used in the exam-
ples in Part I. Part I treated the steady-state 
behavior of the system including the synthesis of 
the spring and damper characteristics. 
Results appear in the form of tables and 
graphs. Values of relative displacement, veloc-
ity, and acceleration of the isolated body with 
respect to the vibrating base as well as values of 
absolute displacement, velocity, and acceleration 
are presented. 
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